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ABSTRACT

TIIE   DISCIPLINARY   PROCESS   AT   APPALACHIAN   STATE   UNIVERSITY

AS   PERCEIVED   BY   STUDENTS,    FACULTY,   AND   STAFF.       (May   1986)

Rebecca  Kay  Gurganus,   8.   S. ,  East  Carolina  University

M.   A. ,   Appalachian  State  University

Thesis  Chairperson:     Fred  Badders

Colleges  today  set  out  to  provide  students  with  a  well-rounded

education.    Discipline  has  been  viewed  as  a  part  of  that  educational

process.    During  the  early  college  days,  discipline  was  essentially  a

means  of  authoritative  external  control  over  the  students.    The  concept

of  discipline  has  shif ted  towards  helping  students  achieve

self-discipline  and  responsible  behavior.    At  the  same  time,  changes  in

today's  student,  society,  technology,  and  legal  system  have  certainly

influenced  the  disciplinary  practices  of  today.    Much  emphasis  in  the

last  few  years  has  centered  on  fair  hearing  and  due  process  on  behalf  of

the  student.

The  majority  of  colleges  have  established  a  student  hearing  board,

modeled  after  the  United  States  Court  System,  which  hears  disciplinary

infractions  and  imposes  sanctions.    Appalachian  State  University  has  a

student  hearing  board  known  as  student  court  or  student  judiciary.

Cases  of  disciplinary  infractions  are  ref erred  to  student  judiciary  by
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residence  hall  staff ,  ASU  security,  faculty,  administrators,  and/or  an

ASU  student.  The  hearing  body  determines  guilt  or  innocence  of  an

individual  based  on  the  hearing  and  then  recommends  a  sanction  based  on

the  individual  case  as  well  as  precedent.

Concern  has  been  expressed  among  student  development  educators  that

the  overemphasis  on  legality  has  led  to  impersonal  proceduralism  and

neglected  the  student's  developmental  needs  as  well  as  the  educational

value  of  discipline.    Many  questions  have  been  raised  concerning  the

effectiveness  of  a  student  court  system  on  the  college  campus.

Measuring  the  effectiveness  of  such  a  disciplinary  system,  however,   is

equally  difficult  because  of  so  many  uncontrollable  variables.

An  opinionnaire  describing  disciplinary  situations  which  could  (or

have)  occurred  on  the  ASU  campus  was  developed.     The  opinionnaire

gathered  the  perceptions  of  a  random  sample  of  students,   faculty,

resident  assistants,  and  resident  directors  concerning:   1)  who  is

currently  adjudicating  disciplinary  situations  on  campus;   2)  who  should

be  adjudicating  each  individual  situation;  and  3)  what  sanction  should

ideally  be  imposed.

The  results  indicated  that  the  overall  perceptions  of  students,

faculty,  resident  assistants,  and  resident  directors  were  very  similar.

For  the  most  part,   the  highest  percentage  of  each  population  was  not

aware  of  the  current  procedures  for  handling  discipline  cases  on  campus.

In  addition,  according  to  perceptions,  adjudication  of  discipline  should

be  granted  to  differing  groups  depending  on  the  situation.    Finally,  the

sanctions  recormended  by  the  populations  were  much  tougher  and  severe

than  are  currently  handed  down.
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Introduction

Discipline  is  viewed  as  a  vital  part  of  education  on  college

campuses  today.     Discipline  is  not  necessarily  a  form  of  punishment  for

wrongdoing,   rather  discipline  is  viewed  as  a  teaching  and  learning

process.    Teaching  in  that  students  need  to  be  taught  self-discipline

and  responsible  behavior  to  develop  into  mature  citizens  of  the

community   (Jones,1973;   Stoops,   King-Stoops,1972).     To  assume   that

students  possess  this  knowledge  when  they  enter  a  university  setting  is

rather  presumptuous.     Afterall,   self-discipline  does  not  ].ust  happen,   it

has  to  develop.     Desena  (1965)   acknowledges  that  ''we  place  in  a  unique

and  unrealistic  situation  students  who  are  still  attempting  to  acquire

status,   self-identity,   acceptance,   and  a  feeling  of  belonging"  (p.175).

Students  must  learn  to  assume  responsibility  and  to  discipline

themselves .

The  educational  value  of  discipline  simply  cannot  be  neglected.   If

the  university  is  indeed  concerned  with  the  total  development  of  its

students,   then  discipline  must  be  expanded  to  meet  the  needs  of  today's

students.     Mash  (1971)  explains  that  there  are  essentially  two  causes  of

conflict  between  students  and  the  institution.

The  first  is  a  change  in  the  moral  values  of  today's  students.
They  cannot  accept  an  institution  of  higher  education  that  attempts
to  control  through  rules  and  regulations  their  personal  appearance,
their  dating  habits,   their  evening  hours,  and  their  private  lives
in  general.     The  second,  which  is  also  a  question  of  changing
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values,   is  the  state  of  society  today.     Indeed  students  make
demands  which  appear  directed  only  at  the  institution,   but,   on
closer  examination,  one  finds  that  matters  which  concern  them--the
abolition  of  R.O.T.C.,   black  studies  programs,   federally  financed
research,  and  the  like--are  occasions  for  protest  rather  than
issues  of  protest.   (p.   148)

Pavela  (1983)  on  the  other  hand,   claims  that  much  of  the  moral  failings

of  today's  student  has  been  misdirected.     He  wonders  why  anyone  should

be  surprised  at  the  aimless  and  self-centered  youth  of  today.     He

continues  by  stating:

What  should  be  of  greater  concern  is  that  those  characteristics  are
no  longer  effectively  challenged  in  the  campus  environment,   largely
because  too  many  educators  lack  the  courage  to  articulate  a  code  of
ethical  conduct  and  have  been  captivated  by  therapeutic,  legalistic
or  managerial  responses  to  student  behavior.   (p.   32)

Just  as  student  discipline  is  one  of  the  functions  of  a  college,

likewise,   discipline  is  not  exempt  from  change.     The  time  has  come

according  to  Smith  and  Kirk  (1972)  when  "the  regulation  and  discipline

of  student  conduct  has  been  f orced  to  give  up  its  traditionally

privileged  position"  (p.   282)  and  become  subject  to  constitutional

rights,  meeting  the  needs  of  students,  and  also  serving  as  an

educational  process.

History  of  Discipline

As  far  back  as  the  colonial  period  (1630  to  1780)   discipline  was  a

prevalent  concern  alnong  the  colleges.     The  colonists'   primary  concern

was  with  students'   "religious,  moral,   and  vocational  life"  as  opposed  to

their  intellectual  development  (Leonard,1956,   p.   4).     It  was  the

responsiblity  of  the  college  president  to  deal  with  student  discipline

problems  since  "discipline  was  considered  a  part  of  the  moral  and
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ethical  training  of  students  and  was  used  for  total  behavior  control"

(Dannells,1977,   p.   232).     According  to  Leonard   (1956),   the  rules

regarding  conduct  were  very  strict.     For  example:

Students  were  forbidden  to  lie,   steal,   curse,   swear,  use  obscene
language,   play  at  cards  or  dice,   get  drunk,   frequent  inns,
associate  with  any  person  of  bad  reputation,  commit  fornication,
fight  cocks,   call  each  other  nicknames,  buy,   sell,  or  exchange
anything,  or  be  disrespectful  or  tardy  or  disorderly  at  public
worship.   (p.   27)

Punishments  for  misbehavior  ranged  from  confessions  to  public  whippings

to  expulsion  from  college   (Leonard,1956;   Dannells,1977).

During  the  early  federal  period,   1780  to  1812,   the  main  concern  was

still  on  the  moral  upbringing  of  the  student.     IIowever,   some  of  that

authority  to  discipline  was  delegated  to  the  faculty  in  addition  to  the

president.     Leonard  (1956)  noted  that  ''the  disciplinary  problems  were

ever  present  and  often  of  a  very  serious  nature"  (p.   49).     Even  during

this  period  the  rules  were  still  very  strict  as  Leonard  (1956)  again

recorded

blasphemy,   swearing,   using  indecent  or  profane  language  or
gestures,   singing  immodest  songs,   being  habitually  indolent,
defaming,  insulting,  or  abusing  another  student,   lying,  cheating  in
class,  or  selling  or  buying  any  books  or  apparel  worth  more  than
two  dollars  without  permission  were  all  considered  crimes  meriting
heavy  penalties.   (p.   56)

It  was  the  years  of  expansion,   1812  to  1862  that  began  to  produce

some  changes.     Factors  which  contributed  to  these  changes  included  the

increase  in  enrollment  which  made  the  intimate  relationship  between  the

president  and  students  virtually  impossible;   secondly,   the  separation  of

the  church  and  state  in  higher  education  led  to  a  reduction  in  the

paternalistic  and  behavior  control  approaches  as  emphasis  was  directed

toward  intellectual  development.     The  president  began  appointing  a
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disciplinary  specialist  to  handle  disciplinary  matters.    As  a  result,

student-faculty  relations  improved  since  the  faculty  were  less  involved

in  the  disciplinary  process.    Finally,  the  differing  aims  and  objectives

of  the  colleges  began  to  bring  together  young  people  with  differing

cultural  backgrounds   (Dannells,1977;   Leonard,1956).

A  concentrated  emphasis  was  placed  on  student  self-discipline  and

self-governance  during  the  years  prior  to  1900.    Concern  for  the

individual  student  began  to  develop  and  disciplinary  systems  became  more

democratic.    Student  input  in  the  disciplinary  process  was  increased  as

honors  systems  and  student  governments  were  formed   (Dannells.1977).

One  of  the  disciplinary  issues  that  developed  during  this  period

involved  clef ining  the  relationship  that  exists  between  the  student  and

the  institution  (Mash,1971;   Cazier,1973).     Out  of  this  issue  developed

many  so-called  "theories"  of  discipline.

In  Loco  Parentis Theory

Up  until  the  mid-1900's,  the  courts  upheld  administrative  decisions

regarding  discipline  because  the  schools  were  said  to  be  in  loco

parentis,  or  standing  in  place  of  the  parents.    The  Gott  v.  Berea

C_ollege  case  (1913)  illustrates  this  point.    'I'his  case  involved  rules

and  regulations  that  the  college  had  made  prohibiting  students  from

entering  certain  eating  establishments  or  amusement  places  in  the  local

town.     Any  students  found  disobeying  the  regulation  were  dismissed  from

school.    When  the  parents  of  students  took  the  case  to  court,  the  court

upheld  the  decision  of  the  college  on  the  opinion  that  "'As  a  father  may

direct  his  children,  those  in  charge  of  the  college  are  well  within
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their  rights  and  powers  when  they  direct  students  what  to  eat,  where

they  may  go,   and  what  forms  of  amusement  are  forbidden"   (quoted  in

Mash,1971,   p.150).     Essentially,   the  state  courts  "had  focused  their

attention  on  the  power  and  the  responsibility  of  school  authorities

generally  to  do  as  they  pleased  to  maintain  strict  discipline  in  the

schools"  (Jones.1973,   p.14).     'I'his  inherent  authority  was  often  abused

by  the  college.     For  example,   in  1958  a  student  at  a  private  university

was  dismissed  for  stating  atheistic  views  and  at  that  time  the  court

upheld  the  decision   (Mash,1971).

However,   changes  began  to  take  place  with  the  £±!±±i  case  which  iras

the  first  reversal  of  the  court  regarding  the ±g ±gfg parentis  theory.

As  a  result  of  that  case,   juveniles  in  court  are  now  guaranteed  the

right  to  notice  of  charges,  counsel,  witnesses,  and  the  same  due  process

rights  that  are  accorded  to  adults  (Jones,1973;   Bolmeier,1976).   As

Jones  (1973)  noted,   the  federal  courts  were  beginning  to  ''examine  the

issues  as  they  af fected  the  constitutional  rights  of  the  individual

student"   (p.14).     However, it  was  Dixon  v.   Alabama

most  revolutionized  changes  within  the  colleges.

The  Dixon  v. Alabama  case  came

(1961)   that  probably

during  the  advent  of  the  civil

rights  movement.     In  this  particular  case,   students  had  been

participating  in  civil  rights  activities.    As  a  result  of  their

participation,  they  were  expelled  from  the  university  by  the  president

of  the  college.     Courts  now  began  to  view  education  as  property  ''based

on  the  recognition  that  education  had  become  increasingly  important  to

the  socioeconomic  future  of  students.     Deprivation  of  education  or

dismissal  from  college  was  thereby  viewed  as  the  loss  of  a  property
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right"   (Dannells,1977,   p.   249).     Cazier  (1973)   comments  that  the  major

signif icance  of  the  Dixon  case  ''was  not  the  enunciation  of  specific  due

process  considerations,  but  the  recognition  that  public  colleges  and

uuniversities  are  extensions  of  government  and  thereby  come  under  the

guarantees  of  the  Fourteenth  Amendment  in  the  administration  of  student

discipline"   (p.   4).

At  the  same  time,  Upcraft  (1982)  notes  that  a  revolution  was

occurring  in  the  residence  halls.

Students  began  questioning  the  concept  of  ±± ±gfg parentis  as  a
basis  for  a  college-student  relationship  and  successfully  killed
off  most  of  the  rules  and  regulations  they  considered  of f ensive  to
their  individual  freedom.     In  residence  halls,  rules  that  infringed
upon  students'   privacy  in  their  rooms  were  eliminated,  and  freer
association  of  the  sexes  was  permitted,   including  continuous
visiting  rights  and  coeducational  residence  halls.   (p.  4)

Thus,  the  concept  of  in  loco  parentis  slowly  began  to  fade.     For

institutions  which  continue  to  operate  under  the ±E ±B£g 1)arentis

concept,  Harms  (1970)  suggests  that  "it  is  conceivable  that  colleges  and

universities  of  the  future  will  be  held  responsible,  as  the  parent  under

law,   to  educate  the  citizen  to  his  Inaximum  potential  in  keeping  with  his

station  in  life"  (p.  24).    For  example,  if  an  institution  continues  to

operate  under  the j± ±gfg parenti_s_ concept,  then  the  institution  may  be

held  responsible  for  the  ''further  training  and  education  of  the  student

later  in  life  as  he  is  required  to  retrain  f or  another  occupation  due  to

the  obsolescence  or  phasing  out  of  one  for  which  he  prepared"   (Harms,

1979.   p.   24).     For  scbools  which  do  not  want  to  accept  that  possible

future  responsibility,   perhaps  it  is  time  to  "bury  the  anachronism  of  an

earlier  and  simpler  era"   (Harms,1970,   p.24).
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Devine  and  Loesch  conducted  a  study  in  1976  regarding  ''In  Loco

Parentis  and  the  New  Age  of  Majority:     Views  of  Freshmen  and  Tneir

Parents."    Questionnaires  were  administered  to  128  freshmen  and  113

parents  during  a  student  orientation  session.    Results  indicated  that

parents  on  the  one  hand  wanted  the  university  to  act  in  their  place  as  a

parent  and  yet,  on  the  other  hand,  they  wanted  the  university  to  treat

their  child  as  an  adult.    Student  responses  showed  a  greater  desire  for

independence  and  freedom  of  behavior  than  the  response  of  their  parents.

Devine  and  Loesch  (1976)  concluded  that  ''students  and  parents  want  the

university  to  acknowledge  and  respect  the  student's  legal  rights  and

independence,  yet  they  also  want  the  university  to  be  highly  involved  in

significant  activities  in  the  student's  life"  (p.  424).

Contractual Relationship  Theory

Since  the  concept  of ±E ±gfg parentis  is  being  rejected  by  most

courts,  a  popular  competitor  is  the  theory  of  £2[contractu or  contract

theory  (Cazier,1973).    This  theory  merely  defines  the  relationship

between  the  student  and  institution  as  a  contractual  one.    Dannells

(1977)  explains  that  "the  contract  is  the  statement  of  conditions  in  the

college's  catalogue  and  other  publications  which  the  student  agrees  to

by  signing  the  registration  card.    The  student  accepts  the  rules  in

order  to  obtain  the  education  and  the  degree  of fered  by  the  institution"

(p.   243).    This  theory  is  also  being  re].ected  by  the  courts  based  on  the

inequality  of  the  relationship.    Mash  (1971)  argues  that  "certainly

those  contracts  that  require  a  student  to  consent  to  arbitrary  dismissal

for  any  reason  before  he  enters  should  not  be  considered  valid"   (p.150).
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Fiduciary  Relationship  'I'heory

The  f iduciary  relationship  views  the  institution  in  the  capacity  of

a  fiduciary  to  its  students.    Mash  (1971)  defines  a  fiduciary  as  one

"whose  function  it  is  to  act  for  the  benef it  of  another  in  matters

concerning  the  relationship  between  them."    One  of  the  duties  of  the

f iduciary  is  to  make  known  all  relevant  facts  in  any  transaction  that

may  take  place.     Dannells  (1977)  explains  that  the  theory  "prevents  the

student  from  having  to  prove  his  or  her  innocence  in  disciplinary

hearings;  it  prevents  the  school  from  hiding  its  sources  of

information   .   .   ."   (p.   244).       Cazier  (1973)  mentions  one  of  the  finer

points  of  the  fiduciary  relationship  is  that  it  seems  to  "pro].ect  the

university-student  relationship  with  more  accuracy  and  yet  with  greater

possibilities  than  other  concepts"  (p.14).     At  the  same  time,   however,

the  relationship  of  the  institution  to  the  student  is  still  changing.

|q ±9£g parentis  theory  has  faded,  contractual  theory  is  being

scrutinized  in  the  courts,  and  even  the  fiduciary  relationship  is  on

shaky  grounds.    Currently,  there  are  many  issues  within  the  area  of

discipline  that  need  to  be  examined.

Current  Issues  in  Discipline

The  student  personnel  point  of  view  toward  discipline  is  cited  by

Desena  (1965)   as  a  belief :

that  the  administration  of  discipline  for  the  sake  of  punishment
alone  is  not  successful  in  preventing  future  disciplinary
situations  from  occurring,  and  is  of  very  little  benefit  to  the
student  affected.     Disciplinary  measures  should  always  attempt  to
help  the  student  develop  into  a  well-adjusted  individual  able  to
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maintain  his  individuality,  and  at  the  same  time  adapt  to  the  needs
of  the  group.   (p.   175)

In  addition,  Mash  (1971)   cites  a  study  conducted  by  the  New  York

University  School  of  Lan  which  studied  discipline  and  of fered  three

reasons  why  a  university  must  promote  discipline:     (1)  to  assure  that

students  are  achieving  their  educational  objectives,   (2)  to  assure  an

intellectual  and  educational  atmosphere  throughout  the  university,  and

(3)  to  assure  safety  of  welfare  and  property  to  all  university  members.

Our  American  society  is  regarded  as  a  highly  legalistic  one  (Mash,

1971)  and  even  in  the  realm  of  education,   the  terns  "due  process"  and

''fair  hearing"  have  become  fairly  commonplace.     Carlson  and  Hubbell

(1971)  are  among  those  who  have  expressed  concern  that  perhaps  the

discipline  process  has  become  too  formal  and  legalistic.    They  state

that  "these  factors  have  transformed  the  disciplinary  function  from  a

paternalistic  but  highly  personalized  system  to  one  which  has  become

legalistic  and  concerned  with  the  process  of  adjudication  rather  than

concerned  for  the  individual"  (p.127).     Dollar  (1969)  reminds

administrators  involved  with  discipline  that  they  ''must  not  abdicate

educational  responsibilities  in  response  to  pressures  to  adopt  the

courtroom  model  for  their  own  proceedings"  (p.   222).

Ostroth  and  Hill  (1978)  warn  that  ''in  shifting  procedural  emphases,

student  af fairs  professionals  risk  losing  touch  with  the  accused  student

as  a  person.    It  is  easy  to  focus  totally  on  procedures  and  thus  neglect

the  developmental  needs  of  the  student"  (p.   33).     Pavela  (1983)  goes

even  a  step  further  to  state  that  when  procedure  becomes  the  central
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focus,   disciplinarians  are  essentially  avoiding  "the  demanding  task  of

defending  the  ethical  precepts  that  support  the  community's--or  the

institution's--expectations  and  standards  of  behavior"  (p.   32).     At  the

same  time,   Pavela  (1983)   argues  against  proceduralism  because

proceduralism  .   .   .   allows  educators  who  have  not  clef ined  ethical
standards,   or  who  lack  the  courage  to  express  them,   to  evade  the
occasionally  painful  duty  of  imposing  a  just  punishment.     The
campus  is  then  deprived  of  one  of  its  few  remaining  ways  of
offering  effective  moral  and  ethical  guidelines.   (p.  32)

Ostroth  and  Hill  (1978)  support  the  student  personnel  view  of

discipline  by  stating  that  ''the  disciplinary  hearing  must  be  a

growth-producing  experience;   the  student  must  really  learn  something"

(p.  34).     Facilitating  growth  is  at  the  very  core  of  the  student

development  model  and  certainly  any  disciplinary  encounter  presents

itself  as  a  golden  opportunity.     ''The  helping  approach  to  discipline

aims  to  promote  by  assisting  the  student  to  deal  maturely  with  questions

of  personal  responsibility"  (p.  34).     Just  as  developmental  models  exist

in  student  development,  Ostroth  and  Hill   (1978)   propose  a  developmental

model  for  the  disciplinary  encounter  whereby  the  model  helps  students

maturely  cope  with  value  questions  regarding  behavior.     Next,   the  model

proposes  assisting  students  in  understanding  causes  for  their  behavior,

helping  students  to  accept  responsibility  for  their  actions  and  learning

to  redirect  behavior,  and  finally  to  promote  thinking  in  advance  to

consider  possible  consequences  from  behavior.

This  model  does  not  overlook  due  process  or  a  student's  right  to  a

fair  hearing;   instead  it  means  going  "beyond  the  rudiments  of  fair

procedure  to  explain  underlying  philosophies  and  details  to  the  student"

(p.   35).     Even  though  many  large  institutions  do  have  student  ].udicial
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committees,   Ostroth  and  Hill  (1978)   propose  post-hearing  meetings  to

round  out  the  entire  developmental  process.

Stoops  and  King-Stoops  (1972)  remind  us  that  "discipline  is  not

only  here  to  stay  but  is  to  become  more  and  more  sophisticated  and

indispensable"  (p.11).     Dalton  and  Healy  (1984)  suggest  that  ''if

present  trends  continue,  student  conduct  issues  may  increasingly

represent  one  of  the  most  strategic  areas  for  student  development

intervention"  (p.  24).

Today's  Student

Discipline  codes  of  today  must  deal  with  issues  that  were  unheard

of  years  ago  and  also  must  keep  up  with  the  changing  student  of  today.

Levine  (1980)  distributed  a  list  of  52  words  and  phrases  to

administrators  and  asked  them  to  describe  how  students  on  their  campus

had  changed  since  1969-70.     Responses  indicated  that  students  were  more

career  oriented,  better  groomed,  more  concerned  with  material  success,

more  concerned  with  self ,  and  more  practical.

One  of  the  problems  with  discipline  concerns  the  social  and  moral

conduct-what  is  and  is  not  acceptable  and  by  whom.    Unfortunately,

students  of  today  are  caught  up  in  three  societies:    adult  world  of

their  parents,  late  adolescent  world  of  their  comrades,  and  the

scholarly  world  of  college.    The  problem  exists  when  each  society  has  a

differing  level  of  acceptable  behavior  (Hubbell,1966).

Based  on  ''Freshman  Characteristics  and  Attitudes"  as  published  in

The  Chronicle £ Higher Education (Jam,1985),  the  facts  reveal  that  our

students  of  today  are  indeed  changing.    The  most  significant  changes
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have  taken  place  in  student  interest  shif ting  f irst  to  "being  very  well

off  financially"  which  reached  an  all  time  high  of  69.3%  in  1983

compared   to  43.5%  in   1967.     Secondly,   development  of  a  "meaningful

philosophy  of  life"  reached  an  all  time  low,   44.17o  versus  82.97o  in  1967.

The  last  significant  change  is  ref lected  in  a  decline  of `high  school

grades  for  the  third  year.

Walsh  and  Cowles  (1982)   point  out  that  today's  individual  has

become  a  "victim  of  a  social  and  economic  system  that  has  separated  him

from  the  traditional  sources  of  community  life  and  responsibility"

(p.   3).     According  to  Levine   (1980),   there  are  many  additional  changing

factors  that  cause  today's  individual  to  be  a  "victim".     For  instance,

the  divorce  rate  has  doubled  in  the  ten  years  between  1967-1977  with  one

out  of  three  marriages  ending  in  divorce.     Thus,   the  number  of

single-parent  families  has  increased.    The  proportion  of  college

freshmen  whose  mothers  are  full-tine  housewives  dropped  to  29%  in  1979

compared  to  55%  ten  years  earlier.

Levine  (1980)  continues  to  report  that  in  1969  undergraduates  were

asked  what  was  most  essential  for  them  to  get  out  of  college  and  the

highest  ranking  was  learning  to  get  along  with  other  people  followed  by

formulating  values  and  goals  for  their  lives.     Seven  years  later,   these

items  fell  to  third  and  fourth  rank  replaced  by  getting  a  detailed  grasp

of  a  special  field  and  obtaining  training  and  skills  for  an  occupation.

Socially,   this  is  a  liberal  generation  of  which  ''a  ma].ority

supports  expanded  roles  for  women,   legalized  abortion,   and  the

overturning  of  prohibitions  on  homosexual  relations.     About  half  favor

legalization  of  marijuana,  liberalization  of  divorce  laws,   casual  (as
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distinguished  from  promiscuous)  sexual  relationships,  and  living

together  before  marriage"   (Levine,1980,   p.   84-85).     Finally,  Levine

(1980)   summarizes  today's  student  as:

-  self-concerned  and  me-oriented
-  nonideological
-  disenchanted  with  politics
-  moderate  in  political  attitudes
-  liberal  in  social  attitudes
-  weak  in  basic  skills
-  career-oriented
-  competitive
-  diverse  in  lifestyles  and  background
-  concerned  with  personal  development  (physical  and  spiritual)
-  optimistic  about  their  individual  futures
-  pessimistic  about  the  future  of  the  country
-  interested  in  material  success
-  friendly  and  pleasant
-pragmatic              (p.131)

In  regard  to  discipline,  Pavela  (1982)  comments  that  in  essence  our

society  sends  out  hidden  messages  that  actually  complement  the  ''me

generation."    For  example,  on  a  campus  in  California,  an  official  noted

that  students  are  rarely  suspended  for  cheating  or  plagiarism  because
"we  like  to  stress  the  educational  aspects  of  academic  dishonesty  and

put  more  emphasis  on  helping  the  person  understand  the  behavior"

(p.   32).     However,   Pavela  interprets  the  hidden  messages  to  mean:

-The  'needs'  of  the  individual  take  precedence  over  the  interests
of  the  cormunity

-  No  rule  is  important  enough  to  justif y  causing  discomfort  to
those  who  violate  it

-  Those  who  engage  in  prohibited  behavior  are  not  fully  capable  of
making  moral  decisions  and  are  obviously  in  need  of  some  sort  of
professional  'treatment'-  The  exercise  of  authority  should  be  disguised  by  benevolent
language  in  order  to  avoid  conf rontations  over  ethical  issues
(p.      32)

Pavela  (1983)   further  comments  that  often  colleges  try  to  downplay

the  ''fact  that  sanctions  for  student  misbehavior  should  be  imposed  for
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reasons  of  retribution  and  deterrence"  (p.   32).     In  applying  such

sanction,  ''it  teaches  that  self-control  is  a  necessary  part  of  living  in

an  orderly  society"  (Pavela,1983,   p.32).     In  addition,   Pavela  (1983)

further  comments  that  ''the  imposition  of  just  but  unpleasant

consequences  has  the  added  value  of  af f irming  the  autonomy  and  personal

accountability  of  the  offender,  who,  if  treated  as  a  responsible  adult

may  begin  to  act  like  one"   (p.   32).

In,  J!E£=± Colleges  E±±|,   Sanford  (1967)   reminds  us  that

all  generations  of  college  students  have  in  common  their  youth  and
their  developmental  status.    Typically  they  have  problems  of
identity  and  self-esteem.    They  are  idealistic  and  easily
disillusioned   ....    They  are  torn  between  loyalty  to  old  values
and  to  others  newly  found.   (p.   30)

Since  youth  of  today  are  influenced  by  those  around  them,   Pavela  (1983)

questions  how  we  can  criticize  the  values  of  the  "me  generation"  without

looking  within  our  colleges  and  universities  to  see  how  those  values  are

being  tolerated  and  nurtured.

Discipline  Rationale  within  the  Residence  Hall

Beder  and  Rickard  (1971)  explain  that  ''student  personnel  staff  in

residence  are  caught  in  the  cross fire  between  the  external  pressures  on

the  university  to  control  student  behavior  and  student  demands  for

increased  freedom  over  their  life  outside  the  classroom"  (p.  57).

Greenleaf  (1969)  states  that  "too  often  residence  hall  staff  members

have  been  forced  in  a   'control'   role  to  the  extent  that  they  have  lost

essential  rapport  with  students  and  their  ef fectiveness  as  advisors"

(p.   65).     Shay   (1969)   concurs  in  terms  of  the  philosophy  behind  many
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residence  hall  programs  as  the  philosophy  of  "organizing  and  controlling

group  behavior  rather  than  facilitating  freedom  of  choice"  (p.  76).

One  of  the  problems  often  encountered  in  residence  halls  is  pointed

out  by  Shay  (1969)  where  "many  responsible  students  become  irked  when  a

regulation  designed  to  prevent  abuse  by  a  minority  restricts  their

freedom"  (p.  77).    He  further  explains  that  often  "residence  hall

policies  attempt  to  force  students  to  conf orm  to  a  mold  which  may  no

longer  be  viable"  (p.   78).

Even  as  discipline  is  changing  so  must  the  roles  of  those  who

enforce  discipline.     Greenleaf  (1970)  states,   ''We  no  longer  say,   'Do  as

I  say,  because  I  said  so.'    We  must  be  able  to  help  students  see  why--as

students  put  it,  to  see  relevance.    We  must  be  willing  to  listen,   to

change ,... "  (p.  8).     In  looking  towards  the  future,  Smith  and  Kirk

(1971)  predict  that  "rules  of  all  kinds,  but  especially  those  involving

directed  damage  at  the  student,  i.e.,  student  conduct  regulations,  and

discipline  actions,  will  have  to  be  ].ustified  to  an  increasing  degree.

Students  will  not  be  satisfied  with  vague  references  to  'policy'  or
'tradition"  (p.  31).

Beder  and  Rickard  (1971)  propose  a  model  whereby  the  institution's

relationship  to  a  residence  hall  student  is  that  of  landlord.    This

would  allow  students  and  staf f  to  focus  on  quality  of  interpersonal

relations  rather  than  institutional  rules  and  regulations.    Social

regulations  would  be  developed  by  the  students  and  would  follow  civil

lan  as  a  model.     This  means  direct  personal  injury  becomes  basis  for

legal  action.    In  this  process,   ''a  violation  will  occur  not  when  an

individual  has  broken  the  dictates  of  some  written  code,  but  when  he
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feels  that  his  rights  have  been  infringed  upon  by  another  person

regardless  of  specific  circumstances"  (p.  60).    The  primary  advantage

would  be  that  the  ''individual  harmed  is  reacting  with  another  individual

rather  than  an  impersonal  institution  as  he  would  be  if  the  university

were  to  dictate  the  social  rules"  (p.  60).     A  judicial  body  would  serve

as  arbitrator  if  needed  and  sanctions  would  be  ef fective  only  if  one

party  refused  to  abide  by  arbitration.    Beder  and  Rickard  conclude  by

suggesting  that  the  proposed  model  "recognizes  the  need  for  a  structure

which  balances  the  regulatory  needs  of  the  university  with  the

developmental  needs  of  students"   (p.   61).

Review  of  Previous  Research

Dannells  (1977)  attributes  the  small  amount  of  research  in  the  area

of  discipline

to  the  fact  that  the  concept  or  definition  of  disicipline  and,
therefore,   the  criteria  for  judging  an  individual  as  a  disciplinary
case  keep  changing  and  to  the  fact  that   'the  concept  involves
several  variables  which  cannot  be  adequately  managed  for  research
purposes,  granting  that  they  can  even  be  identified.'   (p.   265)

In  addition,   the  vast  majority  of  research  recorded  in  the  ].ournals  was

conducted  in  the  sixties  and  early  seventies  and  few  studies  in  the  area

have  been  made  since.    Much  of  the  emphasis  in  the  last  fifteen  years

has  turned  towards  the  procedural  and  legalistic  aspect  of  discipline

with  the  other  aspects  being  neglected.

For  example,   in  1984,   a  national  survey  was  conducted  by  Steele,

Johnson,  and  Rickard  to  see  how  the  ].udicial  function  at  the  college

level  was  administered.    Part  of  their  objective  was  to  note  changes

that  may  have  occurred  since the  Dixon  v.  Alabama  case  which
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considerably  altered  the ±g ±gfg parentis  concept  that  prevailed  at  most

colleges  and  universities.    Chief  student  affairs  officers  from  private

and  public  schools  of  varying  sizes  were  surveyed.    When  asked  if

changes  were  needed  in  their  own  judicial  progran,   42%  responded  that

some  change  (varying  from  minor  to  substantial  change)  was  needed.

'I'hose  institutions  wanting  to  change  were  concerned  "that  the  I.udicial

system  had  become  overly  legalistic.    Many  schools  stated  specifically

that  they  were  examining  policies  and  procedures  to  streamline  the

].udicial  process  and  provide  more  timely,  less  complicated,   less

legalistic  hearings"  (p.  341).     Some  of  the  schools  were  considering  the

establishment  of  minor  court  to  deal  with  minor  offenses.    Other  schools

were  planning  to  designate  judicial  af fairs  administration  specif ically

for  student  conduct.     In  a  survey  conducted  by  Ostroth,   Armstrong,   and

Campbell  in  1978,   the  authors  found  that  the  "major  changes  in  the  past

five  years  include  liberalization  of  rules,  more  elaborate  judicial

structures,  and  standardization  of  due  process  procedures"  (p.     26).

Because  of  the  overwhelming  amount  of  time  spent  with  disciplinary

problems  and  the  legal  implications  involved,   schools  are  beginning  to

set  up  a  judicial  affairs  office  (Dalton  and  Healy,1984).     Some  of  the

benefits  in  having  a  judicial  affairs  office  as  cited  by  Steele,

Johnson,  and  Rickard  (1984)  include  the  fact  that  due  process  and

fairness  would  be  ensured  in  cases,  the  student  affairs  staff  would  have

time  to  become  involved  in  other  activities,  the  school's  judicial

expertise  would  be  increased  while  the  likelihood  of  managerial  conf lict

would  be  decreased,   and  better  enforcement  of  rules  and  regulations

could  be  provided.     In  a  study  conducted  by  Ostroth,   Armstrong,   and
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Campbell   (1978),   however,   many  deans  were  still  found  to  play  a  major

role  in  discipline.    When  Steele,  Johnson,  and  Rickard  (1984)  asked  the

Chief  Student  Af fairs  Of f icer  if  a  judicial  office  had  been  established

at  his  school,   88%  responded  negatively.

To  further  indicate  the  lack  of  current  research,  Tryon's  (1981)

study  which  examined  the  recurrence  of  topics  published

9i College Student  Personnel  indicated  that  in

in  the  Journal

1974,   3.8%  of   the

articles  were  related  to  ''student  conduct"  and  thus  received  a  rank

ordering  of  8.5  in  terms  of  relevance  to  prevalent  issues.    Yet,   in

1979,  only   .8%  of  the  articles  were  related  to  discipline  and  the

ranking  had  dropped  to  14.33.

During  the  sixties,  numerous  studies  were  conducted  to  determine

the  attitudes  of  students,  student  personnel  workers,  faculty,  and

parents.     As  Hodinko  (1964)   stated  in  a  survey  he  conducted  of  student

opinions,   "it  is  not  suggested  that  student  opinion  be  set  up  as  a

standard  or  norm  to  be  obeyed,   but  that  it  should  be  given  careful

consideration  in  the  formulation  of  campus  regulations"  (p.   217).  Prusok

(1961)  believed  that

a  knowledge  of  contemporary  student  mores,   then,   would  seem
valuable  not  only  in  providing  maximum  assistance  to  the  individual
student  in  the  disciplinary  situation,  but  also  in  modifying
existing  disciplinary  programs  and  institutional  regulations  to
bring  them  up  to  date  in  terms  of  student  mores.   (p.   247)

Likewise,   Smith  and  Kirk  (1971)  contended  that  "student  discipline

simply  cannot  relate  to  the  modern  student  unless  it  is  refashioned  in

his  terms"  (p.   28).     This  suggests  that  perhaps  the  needs  of  today's

students  should  be  re-examined  and  the  disciplinary  process  suited  to

fit  those  needs.  Based  on  these  underlying  assumptions,  attitudinal
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studies  were  conducted  in  the  area  of  discipline  with  hopes  of  producing

information  that  would  enable  the  disciplinary  process  to  be  more

effective.

Hodinko  (1964)   used  a  Student  Opinionnaire  which  consisted  of

seventeen  hypothetical  disciplinary  situations  and  asked  approximately

500  undergraduate  students  to  indicate  one  of  five  disciplinary  actions

they  felt  would  be  appropriate.     Students  issued  the  most  severe  actions

in  incidents  involving  thef t  for  material  value  and  cheating  involving

collusion,  while  at  the  same  time  men  were  significantly  more  critical

of  these  acts  than  were  women.     On  the  other  hand,   the  students  were  not

supportive  of  school  policies  against  alcohol.     Older  students  appeared

to  be  less  tolerant  of  misbehavior  as  they  regarded  incidents  like

setting  a  false  fire  alarm,   premeditated  cheating,  and  theft  of  money

with  more  condemnation  than  younger  students.

In  a  similar  study,   Prusok  (1961)  administered  a  questionnaire

based  on  actual  male  disciplinary  cases  to  266  students,   nine  student

personnel  workers,   and  366  parents.     Each  respondent  was  asked  to  assign

a  disciplinary  action  based  on  a  scale  f ron  "least"  to  "most"  severe  in

each  situation.    Prusok  observed  there  were  significant  differences

between  female  and  male  students,   female  students  and  female  parents,

and  female  students  and  male  parents.     In  each  of  these  relationships

the  female  students  indicated  a  less  punitive  attitude.

On  the  other  hand,   student  personnel  workers  responded  with  a  more

punitive  attitude  over  the  entire  range  of  cases  than  either  parents  or

students.     Prusok  (1963)  noted  that  these  data  concerning  student

personnel  workers  were  unexpected  "since  our  academic  colleagues  have
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grown  fond  of  accusing  us  of   'coddling'   students   .   .   .   and  since  our  own

philosophical  commitments  have  increasingly  stressed  re-education  rather

than  punishment  as  our  primary  disciplinary  concern"  (p.14).     Before

discussing  the  implications  of  these  data,  Prusok  (1963)  expanded  his

original  study  to  include  57  additional  student  personnel  workers  from

various  midwestern  institutions.    The  results  indicated  that  "the  new

sample  of  student  personnel  workers  endorsed  even  more  punitive  actions

than  did  the  local  personnel  workers,   and,   hence,  were  even  more

disparate  with  the  attitudes  of  students  and  parents"  (Prusok,   1963,

p.14).

However,   in  a  later  study  conducted  by  Hubbell   (1966),   college

student  personnel  workers  were  the  most  lenient  in  their  attitudes

regarding  discipline.    Hubbell  (1966)  listed  ten  detailed  incidents  of

misbehavior  that  had  occurred  on  campus  and  asked  respondents  to  select

one  of  five  possible  disciplinary  actions  to:     "(A)   'Please  check  the

one  action  you  think  the  university  actually  took,'   (8)   'Please  check

the  one  action  you  think  ought  to  have  been  taken  if  you  had  the

authority  and  responsibility"(p.  261).    Respondents  included  590

students,   228  parents,   226  full-time  faculty,  and  221  student  personnel

workers  including  the  residence  hall,   counseling,  advising,  and

disciplinary  staffs  (Hubbell,1966).

Hubbell   (1966)   compared  the  four  groups  across  all  cases  and  found

that  all  four  groups  dif f ered  signif icantly  f ron  each  other  in

estimating  the  action  the  university  had  actually  taken.    Students

thought  the  university  would  be  the  most  severe  while  student  personnel

workers  guessed  the  university  would  be  the  most  lenient.     In
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recommending  the  appropriate  action  to  be  taken,   student  responses  were

not  the  strictest  of  the  f our  groups  ''as  might  have  been  expected  by  an

armchair  understanding  of   'peer  group  severity"  (p.   264).     Parents

chose  the  strictest  disciplinary  action  while  the  student  personnel

staf f  were  once  again  most  lenient  in  their  own  choices  of  disciplinary

action ,

In  a  more  recent  study,  Jenison  (1972)   surveyed  460  students  and

201  faculty  using  a  questionnaire  which  was  a  variation  of  the

instrulnent  used  by  Hodinko  (1964).       Jenison  found  that  significant

differences  existed  in  how  students  and  faculty  members  would  adjudicate

disciplinary  situations.    Faculty  generally  assigned  a  more  severe

action  to  academic  dishonesty  than  students.    Differences  existed

between  student  classification  with  seniors  taking  the  most  severe

action.    Also,  students  living  in  a  residence  hall  tended  to  take  more

severe  action  than  those  who  lived  off-campus.    Significant  differences

by  sex  between  the  faculty  existed  with  the  males  being  much  more  severe

in  certain  disciplinary  situations  than  were  female  faculty.    In  his

discussion,  Jenison  (1972)  notes  that  perhaps  there  will  always  be  "some

dissatisfaction  in  the  academic  community  with  the  way  persons

responsible  for  discipline  adjudicate  the  various  offenses"  (p.  293).

He  further  adds  that  ''It  is  well,  though,  periodically  to  assess  the

perceptions  and  attitudes  of  the  members  of  the  university  cormunity,

particularly  students,  toward  behavioral  issues  to  enhance  the

ef fectiveness  of  university  of ficials  in  helping  students  make  more

satisfactory  social  adjustments"  (p.   293).
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Concern  for  the  ef fectiveness  of  student  discipline  prompted  Dollar

(1969)   to  conduct  a  study  among  students  who  had  been  involved  in  the

discipline  process.    In  this  study,  Dollar  defined  a  disciplined  student
''as  one  who  had  received  an  official  reprimand,  conduct  probation,  or

suspension  from  his  college"   (p.   219).     The  217  sub].ects  were  asked  to

respond  to  statements  regarding  the  college's  discipline  process  on  a

scale  of  strongly  agree  to  strongly  disagree.       Consensus  was  not  found

on  any  one  statement;  however,   the  weight  of  response  was  generally  very

positive  and  supportive.    Overall,  the  majority  of  respondents  rated  the

system  as  fair  and  agreed  that  the  hearings  were  conducted  fairly.    On

the  other  hand,  students  rejected  stricter  measures  of  discipline  as  a

means  for  helping  the  college  student.

In  a  similar  study,  William  and  Rhodes  (1969)  surveyed  male

students  who  had  received  of ficial  disciplinary  action  from  the

university  and  a  random  sample  of  male  and  female  students  who  had  not

been  involved  in  the  disciplinary  process.    Each  completed  a

questionnaire  concerning  the  university  disciplinary  process.

Unexpected  results  indicated  that  disciplined  males  were  more  positive

about  the  disciplinary  process  than  non-disciplined  males.  Significant

items  indicated  that  students  who  were  more  nonacademically  satisf led

had  a  more  favorable  view  of  the  disciplinary  process.    As  Willialn  and

Rhodes  (1969)  concluded,   ''a  positive  relationship  exists  between

nonacademic  satisfaction  and  favorable  attitudes  about  disciplinary

procedures"  (p.   393).    They  further  hypothesized  ''that  attitudes  about

the  specif ic  area  of  disciplinary  procedures  may  be  a  function  of  a  type

of  global  view  of  the  nonacademic  environment,  e.g. ,   student  criticism
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of  the  disciplinary  process  may  only  be  an  expression  of  a  general,

nonacademic  discontent"  (p.   396).     William  and  Rhodes   (1969)  also

theorize  that  perhaps  disciplined  males  had  a  more  favorable  view  of  the

disciplinary  process  since  they  had  been  directly  involved  and  perhaps

had  more  knowledge  of  how  it  worked  as  opposed  to  the  non-disciplined

male .

In  an  ef fort  to  attain  an  in-depth  view  of  discipline  and  why

individuals  may  view  certain  incidents  with  more  severity  than  others,

Biggs  and  Brown   (1977)   conducted  a  study  among  391   students  at  a

university.     Students  were  to  account  for  29  instances  of  misconduct  on

the  basis  of  four  views:  stable  choice,  variable  choice,  historic

student  role,  or  current  campus  environment.    In  addition,  students  were

asked  to  assign  an  action  for  such  misconduct  ranging  from  no  action  to

permanently  suspending  the  student.    Lastly,  students  were  to  indicate

whether  12  of  those  instances  were  always,   sometimes,   or  never

justified.    The  research  revealed  that  student  misconduct  which  is

caused  by  trait  or  personal  qualities  (i.e.,  blowing  up  a  university

building,  stealing,  assaulting  a  professor)  places  a  high  emphasis  on

personal  responsibility.    1thereas,   student  misconduct  caused  by

environmental  factors  (i.e.,  streaking,  writing  graffiti  on  the  bathroom

walls,  drinking  liquor  at  sports  events,  smoking  marijuana  in  a

dormitory)  places  a  low  emphasis  on  personal  responsibility.    Likewise,

''the  more  students  attributed  the  causes  of  student  misconduct  to  trait

causal  factors,  the  more  severe  are  their  recormended  disciplinary

actions."      And  consequently,   "the  more  students  attribute  misconduct  to

trait  causal  factors,  the  less  acceptable  they  find  the  misconduct"
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(Biggs  and  Brown,1977,   p.107).     Furthermore,   Biggs  and  Brown   (1977)

suggest  that  perhaps  "canpus  ].udiciary  groups  need  to  develop  a

heightened  awareness  of  their  own  theories  of  causal  attribution  and  how

these  affect  their  decision  making"  (p.108).

In  light  of  the  attitudinal  studies  that  have  been  conducted  it

seems  that  one  of  the  best  ways  to  know  the  views  on  a  canpus  is  to  ask

those  people  involved.

Method

An  opinionnaire  was  developed  based  on  attitudinal  studies

conducted  during  the  sixties.    The  opinionnaire  (see  Appendices  A,   8,  C,

and  D)  consisted  of  21  disciplinary  situations  in  which  the  respondents

were  told  ''are  typical  of  a  college  campus  and  could  (or  have)  occurred

at  ASU."    Situations  described  incidents  involving  cheating,  stealing,

residence  hall  rules  and  regulations,  tampering  with  fire  equipment,  and

miscellaneous  incidents.      Respondents  were  instructed  to  answer  three

separate  questions  for  each  situation:     (1)  ''WH0  do  you  think  currently

adjudicates  (judges  or  decides)  the  disciplinary  sanction  imposed  on  the

student?"     (2)   ''WHO  do  you  think  SHOULD  adjudicate   (].udge  or  decide)   the

disciplinary  situation?"    (3)     ''WHAT  disciplinary  sanction  do  you  think

would  be  appropriate  in  each  situation?"

With  respect  to  the  questions  concerning  who  currently  ad].udicates

and  who  should  adjudicate,   respondents  were  asked  to  choose  one  response

from  the  following  choices:     1)  No  action  is/should  be  taken,   2)  Student

Court,   3)   Residence  Hall  Staff ,   4)   Academic  Administration.   5)   ASU

Security,  6)    Local  Law  Officials,   7)  Student  Affairs  Administration,  or
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8)  Don't  know.     A  broad  representative  of  eight  choices  was  available

for  the  question  of  what  sanction  to  impose:     A)  None,  8)  Verbal/Written

Warning,  C)  Counseling,  D)     Creative  Sanction  (designed  to  ''fit  the

crime"),   E)   Probation,   F)   Suspension,   G)   Expulsion,   or  H)   Don't  Know.

A  random  sample  of  500  undergraduate  students  and  75  faculty

members  received  an  opinionnaire  through  the  mail.     Opinionnaires  were

distributed  to  a  stratified  random  sample  of  55  Resident  Assistants

(undergraduate  residence  life  staff  who  in  most  situations  are

responsible  for  a  floor  of  30-48  residents)  and  all  seventeen  Resident

Directors  (graduate  students  responsible  for  an  entire  residence  hall

building).    A  total  of  157  completed  opinionnaires  were  received  with  an

overall  return  rate  of  24%.    Student  opinionnaires  had  a  return  rate  of

19%  and  were  representative  of  1.16%  of  the  student  population  with  37

males  responding  and  58  females.    The  student  responses  were

proportional  to  the  freshman,  sophomore,   junior,  and  senior  classes.

Faculty  responses  yielded  a  32%  return  rate  with  19  males  and  4

females  responding.    Resident  assistants  had  a  return  rate  of  447o  with

10  males  and  15  females.     A  resident  director  return  rate  of  82%  yielded

5  male  and  9  female  opinionnaires.

Each  of  the  respondents  received  the  same  opinionnaire  (see

Appendices  A,  8,  C,   and  D)  consisting  of  the  21  disciplinary  situations;

however,   demographic  information  was  somewhat  different  for  each

population  and  the  opinionnaire  was  changed  accordingly.     In  addition  to

sex  and  classification,  students  were  also  asked  to  identify  whether

they  currently  live  on-campus  or  off-campus:  how  many  semesters  they

have  lived  in  a  residence  hall  at  Appalachian  State  University;  and

mllllan  IIeonard  Bury
Appalachlan  Colleotiofi
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their  current  cumulative  grade  point  average.    Students,  Resident

Assistants.  and  Resident  Directors  were  also  asked  "Have  you  ever  been

charged  with  any  disciplinary  violation(s)  with  formal  action  taken  by:

(a)  Student  Court,   (b)  Residence  Hall  Staff ,   (c)  Academic

Administration,   (d)  ASU  Security,   (e)  Local  Lan  Officials,   (f)  Student

Affairs  Administrators?"    Respondents  were  to  indicate  either  "yes"  or
"no"  for  each  question.

Faculty  were  asked  to  state  their  sex;  whether  they  teach  primarily

1)  undergraduates,   2)  graduates,  3)  both;  are  they  considered  1)  Full

tine  instructor,  2)  Full  time  administrator,  3)  Faculty/Administrator;

and  finally,  how  many  years  of  employment  at  ASU.     Demographics  for  the

Resident  Assistants  and  Resident  Directors  included  sex,  student

classification,  the  number  of  semesters  as  a  RA/RD,  predominate

classification  of  their  floor  or  building  (freshman  or  upperclassman) ,

visitation  option  of  their  floor/building,  and  cumulative  grade  point

average.

Cross-tabulations  were  computed  for  students,  faculty,  resident

assistants,  and  resident  directors  to  determine  the  modal  response  of

each  group.    These  responses  were  then  compared  for  each.  situation  and

analyzed  accordingly.    Cross-tabulations  were  also  arranged  according  to

male  and  female  student  responses,   students  who  live  on-canpus  or

off-campus,  and  cross-tabulations  by  the  number  of  semesters  a  student

has  lived  in  the  residence  hall  and  the  number  of  years  faculty  have

taught  at  Appalachian.      This  investigation  was  limited  by  the  unequal

distribution  across  the  four  populations.    Consequently,  statistical
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analysis  of  signif icant  dif ferences  between  the  four  populations  was  not

possible.

Results  and  Discussion

Situation  1: A  student j± apprehended jife±±± streaking {j± ±E±

j!!±4£| through ±±± library.    With  respect  to  "who  currently  adjudicates,"

students'  (32.6%),   faculty  (26.1%),   and  resident  directors  (21.4%).

acknowledged  that  they  ''don't  know."    'I'he  highest  percentage  of  resident

assistants  believed  ASU  Security  would  deal  with  the  matter  as  did  a

portion  of  students  and  resident  directors.    The  majority  of  resident

directors  expressed  that  student  court  would  adjudicate  as  did  the

faculty.     In  response  to  "Who  should  adjudicate,"  opinions  were  divided

among  the  four  groups  between  ASU  Security  and  student  court  (as  shown

in  Table  1).    When  asked  "What  sanction  imposed,"  students  (32.6%),

resident  assistants  (40%),  resident  directors  (42.9%),  and  faculty

(21.7%)  agreed  that  a  creative  sanction  should  be  imposed.    Other

faculty  members  were  split  between  counseling  (26.1%)  and  probation

( 21. 7%) .

'I.his  suggests  that  although  this  situation  is  not  a  very  serious

offense,  nonetheless,   respondents  want  some  kind  of  action  to  be  taken.

Since  the  option  of  creative  sanction  was  merely  clef ined  as  a  sanction

designed  to  "fit  the  crime,"  further  inferences  could  be  drawn  that

respondents  are  not  sure  what  sanction  to  recormend,  yet,  certainly  feel

something  should  be  done.     On  the  other  hand,  a  senior  female  student

commented  that  she  did  not  view  streaking  as  an  infraction  of  the  law.

She  thought  it  merely  added  ''sone  humor  to  an  otherwise  tense  and
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  1

Resi)onses  in

Throuch i Library.

Situation  1: Streaking {±± ±Eg E!±4£l

Currently_  a¢j_udicates             Should  adjudicate

Ad].udicator Stu.     Fac.      R.A.     R.D.        Stu.      Fac.      R.A.     R.D.

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

0.0       0.0
40.0     42.9
0.0       0.0
4.0       0.0

48.0     21.0
0.0       0.0
0.0       0.0
8.0     21.4
0.0     14.3
0.0       0.0

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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competitive  academic  atmosphere   .   .   .  and  if  I  had  a  decent  tan  then  I'd

be  streaking  also."

Situation 2:     A  professor  finds  a student using unauthorized

(Cheat). pg±£g a+±r±ng_ i E±p±| £2E±±    Students  (47.4%)  and  resident

assistants  (72%)  both  agree  that  Academic  Administration  currently

handles  the  situation  while  faculty  (47.8%)  and  resident  directors

(57.1%)  are  correct  in  stating  student  court  currently  deals  with  the

matter.     As  to  ''who  should  adjudicate,"  students  (66.3%),   faculty

(47.8%),  resident  assistants  (88%),  and  resident  directors  (71.4%)  all

concur  that  academic  administration  should  deal  with  the  matter.    An

additional  26.3%  of  students  and  21.7%  of  faculty  want  to  leave  the

matter  with  student  court.    When  asked  "What  sanction  imposed,"  a

variety  of  all  four  groups  recommended  suspension  (as  shorn  in  Table  2).

The  remaining  respondents  were  divided  between  probation  and  expulsion.

All  four  groups  indicate  that  this  is  a  rather  serious  incident  and

believe  the  sanction  should  be  equally  serious.    A  sophomore  male

student  expressed  that  cheating  should  be  a  school  policy  and  should  be

uniform.      Likewise,  a  senior  male  resident  assistant  stated  that

sanctions  for  incidents  like  cheating  should  be  stated  "up  front  and

explicitly."    This  is  perhaps  indicative  that  the  university  needs  to

take  a  firmer  stand  on  the  issue  of  cheating  on  campus.    A  male  faculty

member  stated  that  academic  dishonesty  is  ''not  a  topic  to  be  handled  by

student  court."    Other  faculty  members  expressed  a  desire  to  handle

incidents  involving  cheating  within  their  classroom.    Another  male

faculty  member  mentioned  that  academic  dishonesty  is  a  rising  campus

problem  and  felt  the  "university  should  establish  and  publish  a  faculty
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  2

Responses  in Situation  2: Cheating  during  ±g EZEa±

Adjudicator

Currently  Ad].udicates             Should  Adjudicate

Stu.      Fac.     R.A.     R.D.        Stu.      Fac.     R.A.      R.D.

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

0.0
57.1
0.0

28.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

14.3
0.0

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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member's  right  to  judge  this  unsatisfactory  completion  of  work  and

automatically  award  a  grade  of  F  in  a  course."    A  male  senior  commented

that  he  has  "been  amazed  at  the  cheating  I  have  seen  in  the  classroom  at

ASU.    One  reason  is  that  student  court  refuses  to  expel  students  for

this.     Cheating  should  be  automatic  expulsion  and  should  be  handled

through  a  faculty  or  administrative  board  at  ASU."

Situation student 1ivin_g i ± residence

neighbor 's  ±±±±± ±±E±±± E±± n_eighbor  ±± ±E £E±

steals his

shower.     As  shown  in  Table

3,  student,  faculty,  resident  assistant  and  resident  director  opinions

as  to  "Who  currently  adjudicates,"  are  somewhat  varied  between  student

court,   residence  hall  staff ,  and  ASU  Security.     Students  (35.8%)  think

that  residence  hall  staf f  currently  deal  with  the  situtation  while  50%

of  the  resident  directors  think  it  is  a  matter  for  student  court.

When  asked  the  ideal  of  "Who  should  adjudicate,"  responses  again  vary

among  the  four  groups.     It  is  interesting  to  note,  however,  that

students  (28.4%),   faculty  (39.1%),   and  resident  assistants   (28%)   believe

that  local  law  officials  should  deal  with  the  matter.    'I'hese  groups  want

to  go  beyond  campus  measures  and  involve  the  local  law  officials.    One

sophomore  female  student  commented  that  ''1ocal  authorities  should  be

more  involved  with  ASU  securities  [sic]  actions  concerning  theft.

assault,   or  generally  more  serious  crimes."    The    remaining  students

(26.3%),   faculty   (30.4%),   and  resident  assistants   (24%)   believe  ASU

security  should  be  involved.    The  most  popular  sanction  recommended  is

that  of  creative  sanction.    `I'he  next  option  suggested  involves

suspension.     Once  again,  respondents  seem  to  be  indicating  that  they  are

really  not  sure  what  to  do  with  the  of fender  but  something  should  be
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EEL £ Neighbor'sSituation  3:in  Relative  Percent

Table  3

Responses  in

Watch .

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Coji-i-`-     I    -.--
Residence  Hall  Staff
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

0.0
0.0

14.3
42.9
14.3
7.1

21.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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done.     Perhaps  more  respondents  recommended  involvement  by  the  local  law

officials  to  acknowledge  the  seriousness  of  the  incident  and  to  aff irm

that  indeed  the  offender  has  committed  a  crime.

Situation  4:

students

A  student is  obviously  drunk ±Ei ±± disrupting

residence  hall. The  highest  percentage  of  respondents

across  all  four  groups,  as  shown  in  Table  4,  believe  the  residence  hall

staff  currently  adjudicates.    A  remaining  42.9%  of  the  resident

directors  believe  that  student  court  currently  deals  with  the  situation.

The  consensus  among  the  groups  is  that  residence  life  staff  should

adjudicate.    A  verbal/written  warning  is  suggested  for  sanction  by  53.7%

of  the  students  and  48%  of  the  resident  assistants.    Obviously,  students

do  not  view  drunk  and  disorderly  behavior  as  a  very  serious  violation.

Perhaps  they  feel  this  is  "normal"  behavior  for  a  college  student  and

therefore,  discipline  sbould  be  rather  mild.    As  a  freshman  female

student  commented ,

I'd  say  that  at  least  70%  of  college  students  drink,  whether  they
are  of  legal  age  or  not.    It's  almost  a  fact  of  life.    However,  I
do  not  know  who  handles  these  kinds  of  cases,   but  whoever  does
should  take  this  fact  into  consideration.

The  option  of  creative  sanction  is  offered  by  26.1%  of  the  faculty  and

50%  of  the  resident  directors.    Perhaps  this  is  their  way  of  saying  that

something  besides  a  verbal/written  warning  should  be  issued.    Creative

sanctioning  has  the  golden  opportunity  of  increasing  the  educational

value  of  discipline.    For  example,  in  a  situation  like  this,  alcohol

awareness  issues  could  be  discussed  with  the  student.

Situation  5: A  student turns  in  his research

£±±S± ±Ei ±±E±±± grading ±E± paper,. ±E± |]rofessor

J2± ± English
discovers  the  student
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  4

Responses  in

Conduct in  the Residence  Hall.

Situation  4: Drunk  and  Disorderly

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator Stu.     Fac.      R.A.      R.D.        Stu.      Fac.      R.A.      R.D.

NO   Action                                        1.1        0.0
Student  court                           5.317.4
Residence  Hall  staff        60.0    43.5
Academic  Administration    0.0      0.0
ASH  security                             11.6       8.7
Local  Law  officials             2.1      0.0
Student  Affairs                     0.0      0.0
Don't  Know                                    12.6     21.7
Combination  Responses         4.2       4.3
NO  Response                                   3.2       4.3

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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has  turned in  his roommate' s  research E±pe± £=9E ±±i ]2=±9± jE±±±

Faculty  (47.8%)  believe  that  student  court  currently  deals  with  the

situation  while  the  remaining  groups,  students  (52.6%),   resident

assistants  (72%),  and  resident  directors  (50%),   believe  that  academic

administration  currently  adjudicates.    As  in  the  earlier  situation

involving  cheating,  respondents  indicate  that  academic  administration

should  deal  with  the  situation  (see  Table  5).    Surprisingly,  an

additional    34.8%  of  faculty  respond  that  they  believe  student  court

should  be  dealing  with  the  situation.    Considering  much  of  the  faculty

efforts  that  have  recently  been  established  concerning  ef fective  ways  of

dealing  with  cheating,  it  seems  that  a  portion  of  faculty  respondents,

however,  are  content  with  the  student  court  process.

Sanctions  in  this  situation  range  from  creative  sanction

recommended  by  28%  of  the  resident  assistants;   probation  supported  by

32.6%  of  students,   43.5%  of  faculty;   suspension  favored  by  another  28%

of  resident  assistants  and  50%  of  resident  directors.    In  other  words,

sanctions  recommended  in  this  situation  are  proportional  by  group  to  the

prior  situation  involving  cheating  during  an  exam.

Situation  6:    Two  hours  after  visitation  hours  have  ended  in  a

residence EL ap E± discovers  a  male  on  the  female  floor.      Resident

directors  (42.9%)  indicate  that  student  court  currently  adjudicates

while  the  remaining  highest  percentage  of  respondents  in  each  group

believe  residence  hall  staff  currently  ad].udicates.    As  shown  in  Table

6,  the  majority  across  all  groups  agree  that  residence  hall  staff  should

ad].udicate.    Likewise,  all  groups  concur  that  the  sanction  should

consist  of  a  verbal/written  warning.    In  essence,  this  is  another
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in  Roormate'sTurning_ iSituation  5:Relative  Percent

Table  5

Responses  in

Eap£| jg= English  Assimment.

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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Violation  of  VisitationSituation  6:in  Relative  Percent

Table  6

Responses

Hours  in  Residence  Hall.

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Affairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't   Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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situation  involving  what  respondents  see  as  an  "insignif icant"

violation.    With  a  sanction  like  verbal/written  warning  for  violation  of

visitation  hours,  the  question  arises  as  to  whether  this  policy  is  being

enforced  or  "overlooked."    For  a  residence  life  staff  member,   is  it

worth  the  ef fort  to  run  a  member  of  the  opposite  sex  of f  the  f loor  at

2:00  in  the  morning  when.-all  they-receive  is  a  warn.ing?    Possibly,

visitation  hours  in  the  residence  halls  compose  a  policy  whose  time  is

close  at  hand  for  extinction.    Already  on  this  campus,   several  of  the

halls  have  24-hour  visitation  and  on  other  North  Carolina  campuses,

24-hour  visitation  is  common  in  all  residence  halls.

Situation

residence

7:     A  beer

window.

bottle  is  thrown from  the  fif th  f loor  of  a

Residence  hall  staf f  is  believed  to  currently

adjudicate  in  the  situation  according  to  a  portion  of  students,  faculty,

and  resident  assistants,  as  indicated  in  Table  7.    A  large  portion  of

resident  directors  (71.4%)    believe  tbat  student  affairs  administration

currently  deals  with  the  situation.

Opinions  vary  as  to  ''Who  should  adjudicate"  with  students  (45.3%)

indicating  residence  hall  staff  should  be  the  adjudicator,  43.5%  of

faculty  wanting  to  involve  ASU  security,   24%  of  resident  assistants

leaving  the  matter  to  student  court,  and  64.3%  of  resident  directors  and

another  287o  of  resident  assistants  leaving  the  matter  to  student  af fairs

administration.    Sanctions  likewise  vary  from  verbal/written  warning

favored  by  25.3%  of  students;   creative  sanction  favored  by  21.1%  of

students  and  28.6%  of  resident  directors;   probation  recommended  by

another  21.1%  of  students;   34.8%  of  faculty  and  35.7%  of  resident

directors  favoring  suspension  of  violators;  and  56%  of  resident
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  7

Rest)onses  in

from Residence  Hall  Window.

Situation 7: Beer  Bottle  is  thrown

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

0.a
0.0
0.0

28.6
7.1

35.7
28.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
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assistants  agreeing  with  28.5%  of  resident  directors  to  impose

expulsion.

In  this  situation  there  are  obviously  differences  in  opinion.

St¥dents  seem  to  be  rather  unconcerned  about  a  beer  bottle  being  throun

out  the  window  while  resident  directors  view  the  situation  more

severely.    At  this  point,  it  is  probably  helpful  to  clarify  three

Specific  un_iversi.[y  po.1i`s.i.es  k.n.own  as  Administrative  Directives.     An

administrative  directive  involves  1)  tampering  with  fire  equipment,

2)  throwing  any  projectile  out  of  a  window,   and  3)   throwing  of  snow  or

iceballs,  or  other  missiles.    Any  student  who  violates  one  of  these

administrative  directives  and  is  positively  identified  may  be

automatically  evicted  from  the  residence  hall  or  summarily  suspended

pending  a  hearing.    The  hearing  process  for  violations  of  administrative

directives  is  conducted  by  the  assistant  vice-chancellor  of  student

affairs.     In  the  case  of  recommendation  of  expulsion  by  the  resident

directors  and  resident  assistants,  it  is  possible  that  based  on  their

knowledge  of  administrative  directives  they  could  be  ref erring  to

eviction  from  the  residence  hall  rather  than  expulsion  from  the

university.     The  extremes  among  the  groups  in  recolnmended  sanctions

suggest  that  perhaps  the  seriousness  of  throwing  objects  out  the  window

needs  to  be  communicated  to  students.

Situation  8: A  student  calls in  a  bomb threat toanan  academic

building.     'I'he  response  of  "Who  currently  adjudicates"  was  mixed  between

ASU  security  and  local  law  officials,   as  shown  in  Table  8.     'who  should

adjudicate"  received  a  similar  mixture  of  responses.    ASU  security

should  respond  according  to  47.8%  of  the  faculty,   and  28.6%  of  the
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Bomb  Threat  isSituation  8:in  Relative  Percent

Table  8

Responses  in

Called  in.

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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resident  directors.    On  the  other  hand,  local  law  officials  should

respond  based  on  54.7%  of  students,   52%  of  resident  assistants,  and

28.6%  of  resident  directors.    Here  again  is  the  dilemna  of  involving

local  law  officials.
''What  sanction  imposed"  presents  a  consensus  among  all  four  groups

that  a  student  should  be -subject  to  expulsion  or  at  least  suspension.

In  this  situation,   it  is  obvious  that  what  may  be  a  prank  to  one

individual  is  treated  as  a  serious  offense  by  students,  faculty,

resident  assistants,  and  resident  directors.    Afterall,  the  highest

percentage  of  respondents  in  j=a£E  group  recommended  expulsion  for  the

offender.    There  is  also  speculation  that  with  the  rash  of  bomb  threats

that  were  received  on  this  campus  last  semester,   perhaps  recommending  a

harsh  sanction  is  an  expression  by  the  respondents  that  they  wish

something  would  be  done  to  put  a  stop  to  such  pranks.     As  a  junior

female  student  commented,

I  think  that  if  some  of  the  punishments  were  more  strict,  less
crimes  would  be  committed.     Everyone  knows  most  things  just  get  a
slap  on  the  back  of  the  hand  so  they  do  what  they  want.    If  they
were  scared  of  the  consequences  things  would  be  different.

Situation

knife.

9:A student  threatens assault  another  student

With  respect  to  ''Who  currently  adjudicates,"  the  highest

with  a

percentage  of  respondents  in  all  four  groups  concur  that  ASU  security

currently  deals  with  the  matter,  as  shown  in  Table  9.    However,   students

(62.1%),   faculty   (60.9%),   resident  assistants   (28%),   and  21.4%  of

resident  directors  believe  that  local  law  of f icials  should  deal  with  the

matter.     Nonetheless,   44%  of  the  resident  assistants,   28.6%  of  resident

directors,  34.8%  of  faculty,  and  27.1%  of  students  still  attribute
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toStudent  ThreatensSituationin  Relative  Percent

with  a  Knife.

Table  9

Resi)onses  in

Assault  Another  Student

Currently  Ad].udicates             Should  Adjudicate

Ad].udicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Affairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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responsibility  to  ASU  security  for  adjudication  in  this  situation.

When  asked  ''What  sanction  imposed,"  30.4%  of  faculty,   32%  of  resident

assistants,  and  35.77o  of  resident  directors  believe  that  suspension

would  be  appropriate.     Students  (40%)   go  a  step  further  to  recommend

expulsion  along  with  another  34.8%  of  faculty  and  28.6%  of  resident

directors.

~...  _.qu_en._it.  CQpe.a  to._tl.9.d.fly  .hat.I_9r  three_t`_to  hqu.en  life_i. all. .four

groups  consider  the  situation  to  be  very  serious  and  therefore.

recommend  severe  sanctions.    Once  again,   students  and  faculty  also

believe  that  the  local  law  officals  should  be  involved.    Perhaps  this  is

supportive  of  some  of  the  views  that  a  situation  of  this  severity  should

not  be  handled  in  student  court,  rather,   the  case  should  be  handled  by

"proper  authorities."    A  male  faculty  member  expressed  that

Serious  crimes  should not  be  addressed  on  campus  first.     Examples,
assault,  battery,  rape,  sexual  assault,  major  theft.    These  should
be  handled  in  criminal  court.    The  university  should  address  such
cases  af ter  they  have  been  heard  in  court  and  in  such  serious  cases
the  student  should  be  suspended  subject  to  the  outcome  of  that
system.    Our  present  system  pre].udices  the  court/legal  system.

Frustration  at  the  current  system  was  also  expressed  by  a  junior  lnale

resident  assistant  who  related  an  incident  whereby  a  "student,

unprovoked,  attacks  and  physically  assaults  another  student  to  the  point

where  the  student  who  was  attacked  spends  a  couple  of  days  in  the

Watauga  County  Hospital,  the  attacker  gets  off  with  probation  and  a

$5.00  fine."    Of  course,  we  do  not  know  the  circumstances  surrounding

this  specific  situation,  however,  the  resident  assistant  continues  by

stating  his  general  apathy  for  the  student  court  system  simply  because

he  does  not  feel  I.ustice  has  prevailed.
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Situation  10:

Aid  Of f ice

student

purposely  provides

trying i 8± a loan  f ron  the  Financial

false  information. The  general  response

of  ''who  currently  ad].udicates,"  was  believed  to  be  student  affairs

administration.    A  large  portion  of  the  remaining  respondents  from  each

group  indicated  that  they  "don't  know"  (see  Table  10).    The  question  of
''Who  should  adjudicate"  still  attributes  ].urisdiction  to  student  af fairs

administration  by  55.8%  of  students,   47.8%  of  faculty,   52%  of  resident

assistants,  and  35.7%  of  resident  directors.     Another  35.7%  of  resident

directors  suggest  that  academic  administration  should  deal  with  the

matter.    Recommendations  for  sanctioning  in  this  situation  varied  among

the  groups.    Creative  sanction  was  favored  by  a  portion  of  all  four

groups  as  indicated  in  Table  10.     Probation  was  also  recomlnended  as  a

sanction  as  was  suspension.    This  situation  seems  to  create  uncertainty

among  the  respondents  as  to  exactly  what  should  be  done.

Situation  11:

public e± 4 i
A  20-year-old  sol)homore  is  drinking i E££i jp. ±E±

residence  hall. The  highest  percentage  of  respondents

in  each  group  believe  that  residence  hall  staf f  currently  deals  with  the

situation  (see  Table  11).     In  regard  to  ''Who  should  adjudicate,"

students  (57.9%),   faculty  (39%),   resident  assistants  (68%),  and  resident

directors  (78.6%)  all  agree  that  the  matter  should  be  left  to  residence

hall  staff .    The  sanctioning  recommended  was  relatively  light  with  45.3%

of  the  students  and  21.7%  of  the  faculty  imposing  no  sanction.     Another

40%  of  students,   30.47o  of  faculty,   72%  of  resident  assistants,   and  50%

of  resident  directors  issued  only  a  verbal/written  warning.    As  in  an

earlier  situation,  perhaps  this  is  another  policy  that  needs  to  be

called  into  question.    The  alcohol  policy  in  essence  states  that  no
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Furnishing ErfeSituation  10:in  Relative  Percent

Financial  Aid  Office.

Table  10

Responses  in

Information

Currently  Ad].udicates             Should  Ad].udicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  lfall  Staf f
Academic  Administration  1
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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20-year-old  SophomoreSituation  11:in  Relative  Percent

Public  Area.

Table   11

Resi)onses

Drinking  Beer  in  a

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Ad].udicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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alcoholic  beverages  are  to  be  consumed  in  any  public  areas  on  campus.

Many  students  have  questioned  ]±±r such  a  policy  exists  in  the  f irst

place.    Obviously,  they  believe  the  policy  is  insignificant,  afterall,

they  believe  nothing  should  be  done  to  a  student  who  does  drink  in  the

lobby.    Also,  it  can  be  further  assumed  that  a  percentage  of  the  faculty

do  not  support  such  a  policy  because  they,   too,   recommend  the  sanction

of  no  action.    Even  the  residence  life  staff  are  not  overly  concerned

about  the  policy  as  they  believe  infractions  merit  only  a  verbal/written

warning.     As  a  senior  male  student  wrote,   ''The  rules  and  regulations,

while  in  print,  are  not  worth  the  paper  they  were  written  on  because

they  are  not  followed."    Speculation  arises  that  perhaps  this  policy  may

be  one  whose  enforcement  is  rather  slack.    If  indeed  that  is  a  true

statement,  why  even  have  the  policy?

Situation  12: student shoi)1if ts  from  the  university bookstore .

Once  again,   the  four  groups  concur  believing  that  ASU  security  currently

deals  with  the  situation  as  indicated  in  Table  12.    Furthermore,  the

groups  generally  believe  that  ASU  security  should  be  the  one  dealing

with  the  situation.     Sanctions  range  from  recormendation  of  probation  by

35.87o  of  the  students  and  42.9%  of  the  resident  directors.    Faculty

(26.1%)  and  resident  assistants  (36.0%)   recommend  suspension  while

another  21.7%  of  faculty  responded  with  more  than  one  answer  to  the

situation.    In  essence,  all  four  groups  view  this  incident  as  relatively

serious.    The  recormendation  is  that  a  student  should  certainly  be  put

on  probation  or  suspended  if  they  are  caught  shoplif ting  in  the

bookstore.    This  suggests  that  perhaps  students,   faculty,   resident

assistants,  and  resident  directors  are  simply  not  tolerant  of  these
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  12

Responses  in

University Bookstore .

Situation  12: Shoplifting j±

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Ad].udicate

Adjudicator Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.        Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

0.0
21.4
0.0
0.0

35.7
21.4
14.3
0.0
7.1
0.0

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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actions  and  feel  a  student  should  be  heavily  sanctioned  to  ''1earn  a

lesson."

Situation  13: student  is smoking  mariiuana  in  the residence

hall.    Residence  hall  staff  are  currently  adjudicating  according  to

one-fourth  of  the  student  and  faculty  respondents.  The  remaining  groups,

as  indicated  on  Table  13,   believe  ASU  security  curre-ntly  adjudic`ates.

''who  should  aqjugiegFe','_..p`rovi4es _ sin.il`ar  varied  re.sponses..    `Stud.ents  are

divided  in  their  response  with  29.5%  favoring  local  law  officials,   28.47o

favoring  residence  hall  staff ,  and  26.3%  for  ASU  security.     Faculty,

39.1%,   favor  residence  hall  staff  while  another  34.8%  of  faculty  favor

local  law  officials.    Resident  directors,  28.6%,  and  resident

assistants,  52%,  also  favor  local  lan  officials  in  the  adjudication

process  with  21.4%  of  resident  directors  siding  with  ASU  security.

In  response  to  recomlnendations  for  sanction,   quite  a  diversity

exists.    A  verbal/written  warning  is  supported  by  217o  of  students  and  a

surprising  26.1%  of  faculty.     The  recommendation  of  probation  is  favored

by  22.1%  of  students  and  42.9%  of  resident  directors.     A  more  severe

sanction  of  suspension  is  suggested  by  40%  of  resident  assistants  and

21.17o  of  students;   another  32%  of  resident  assistants  recommend

expulsion.    In  regard  to  this  situation,  there  appear  to  be  some  real

value  conflicts.     Obviously  there  are  some  students  who  view  smoking

mari].uana  as  a  very  minor  offense.    While  at  the  same  time,   other

students  recognize  smoking  marijuana  as  grounds  for  probation  or

suspension.     As  one  junior  male  comlnented,   ''1  feel  like  there  are  too

many  verbal  warnings  given  and  not  enough  probation  and  expulsion  in  the

residence  halls  especially  with  illegal  drugs."    Likewise,  even  with  the
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  13

Rest)onses  in

Residence  Hall.

Situation  13: Smoki_ng_ Marl iuana  jp.

Currently  Ad].udicates Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.        Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Affairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

0.0
35.7
14.3
0.0

35.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

14.3
0.0

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

0.0       0.0
0.0     14.3
0.0       0.0
0.0     28.6

16.0     42.9
40.0       7.1
32.0        7.1
0.0       0.0

12.0       0.0
0.0       0.0
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faculty,  there  exists  a  real  diversity.    Over  one-fourth  of  the  faculty

recommend  only  a  verbal/written  warning.    This  suggests  that  these

respondents  see  no  problem  with  smoking  mari].uana.     Another  21%  of  the

faculty  suggest  counseling  as  a  sanction.    This  could  be  interpreted  as

a  "1enient''  sanction  or  as  a  sanction  with  a  real  concern  for  the

individuals  who  may  be  sub].ecting  their  bodies  to  substance  abuse.     On

the  other  hand,  resident  assistants  recommend  the  most  severe  sanctions

ranging  from  probation  and  suspension,  to  expulsion.    While  the  greatest

percentage  of  resident  directors  suggest  probation,  other  resident

directors  recomlnend  a  creative  sanction  or  merely  a  verbal/written

warning.    One  female  resident  director  noted  that  ''the  sanctions  imposed

should  be  more  strict.    For  example,  students  caught  smoking  pot  within

the  residence  hall  barely  get  a  slap  on  the  wrist  from  security.    If  it

is  a  violation  of  policy  it  should  be  treated  as  such."

Situation  14: A  student purposely  ]2!±±±± £E± £±=± ±±±=E± ±±£± £Ee=£

is  no  fire.     Students  (30.5%),  faculty  (30.4%),  resident  assistants

(44%),  and  resident  directors  (21.4%)  agree  that  ASU  security  currently

adjudicates  in  the  matter.    Another  50%  of  the  resident  directors

indicate  that  student  affairs  administrators  adjudicate  while  21.7%  of

faculty  think  student  court  deals  with  the  matter.    As  indicated  in

Table  14,   another  23%  of  students  and  267o  of  faculty  state  that  they

''don't  know."    Faculty  (30.4%)  and  students  (31.6%)  still  believe  that

ASU  security  should  deal  with  the  situation  while  other  students,

faculty,  and  resident  assistants  believe  local  law  officials  should  be

involved.    Resident  directors  (57.1%)  maintain  that  student  affairs

administrators  should  ad].udicate.    Sanctioning  begins  with  students  and
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_Pulling  9i E±±S± E±=±Situation  14:in  Relative  Percent

Table  14

Res|)onses  in

Alarm,

Currently  Ad].udicates             Should  Adjudicate

Ad].udicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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faculty  recommending  suspension,   followed  closely  by  expulsion  and

probation.    Resident  assistants  and  resident  directors  suggest

expulsion,   followed  closely  by  suspension.     Here  again,   expulsion  could

possibly  be  interpreted  as  eviction  from  the  residence  hall  rather  than

expulsion  from  the  university.    Setting  off  a  false  fire  alarm  is  a

violation  of  an  adminisriative  directiv6  and  the  student  can  be  subject

to  automatic  eviction  or  summarily  suspended.     In  any  case,  all  four

groups  recognize  this  situation  as  a  very  serious  offense.

Situation  15:

walls .

student  is  found writing  graffiti  on  the bathroom

This  situation  was  not  real  clear  in  terms  of  location;  however,

most  respondents  seemed  to  refer  to  the  incident  as  if  it  had  occurred

in  a  residence  hal.1.    Faculty  (34.8%)  believe  that  student  court

currently  ad].udicates  in  the  situation  while  36.8%  of  students,  68%  of

resident  assistants,  and  42.9%  of  resident  directors  agree  that

residence  hall  staff  currently  adjudicates.    Faculty  (30.4%)  still  think

student  court  should  deal  with  the  situation  while  51.6%  of  students,

26.17o  of  faculty,  64%  of  resident  assistants  and  57.17o  of  resident

directors  favor  residence  hall  staff  dealing  with  the  situation.    As

indicated  in  Table  15,   the  recommendation  for  a  creative  sanction  is  the

general  consensus  of  all  four  groups.    Faculty  even  suggest  no  sanction

be  imposed  while  another  portion  of  students  merely  suggest  a

verbal/written  warning.     A  senior  female  student  commented  that  she  did

not  view  writing  on  the  bathroom  walls  as  an  infraction.     She  further

confesses  that  ''1  have  on  occasion  written  some  philosophic  ditty  on  the

stalls."    This  is  another  situation  where  the  recommendation  of  a

creative  sanction  indicates  that  something  should  be  done  but  the
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in  Relative  Percent

Table  15

Resi)onses  in

Bathroom  Walls.

Situation  15: Writing Graf f iti  on

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Ad].udicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction Stu.     Fac.     R.A.     R.D.

None                                                    12.6
Verbal/Written  Warning    34.7
Counseling                                  3. 2
Creative  sanction               41.1
Probation                                  4. 2
Suspension                                  0.0
Expulsion                                   0.0
Don't  Know                                      4.2
Combination  Responses         0.0
NO   Response                                   0.0
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respondents  are  not  sure  what.     Some  comments  suggested  that  as  a

creative  sanction,   perhaps  students  could  do  cormunity  service  on  the

campus.     For  instance,  work  with  the  grounds  crew  in  cleaning  up  the

campus  or  spend  a  day  with  a  housekeeper  and  help  him  with  his  job.

Situation  16:

classroom.

AEL between students  breaks out  in  the

The  majority  of  students   (28.4%)  and  faculty   (30.4%),   as

ShQwn..in...Tabl.e   I.6.,   s_t_at_e.  _that  _t.hey   "dQn't  know" .who  currently  deals  with

the  situation.     Another  25.3%  of  students,   21.7%  of  faculty,   24%  of

resident  assistants,  and  35.7%  of  resident  directors  think  ASU  security

currently  adjudicates.    Academic  administration  is  thought  to  handle  the

situation  by  21.1%  of  students  and  20%  of  the  resident  assistants.    With

regard  to  ''who  should  adjudicate,"  34.7%  of  students,   21.7%  of  faculty,

44%  of  resident  assistants,  and  50%  of  resident  directors  think  that  ASU

security  should  deal  with  the  situation.    Another  26.1%  of  the  faculty

feel  that  academic  administration  should  be  the  one  to  adjudicate.

Sanctioning  varies  from  26.1%  of  the  faculty  who  suggest  counseling  to

26.3%  of  students  and  21.7%  of  faculty  who  recormend  creative  sanction.

The  remaining  21.1%  of  students,   32%  of  resident  assistants,   and  42.97o

of  resident  directors  recommend  probation.    A  puzzling  note  is  that  the

situation  states  the  fight  occurs  in  a  classroom,  yet,  faculty  recommend

mere  counseling  for  those  involved.     Once  again,  creative  sanction  is  a

popular  choice.    Perhaps  the  perspective  of  the  disciplinary  process  is

already  shifting.    Realizing  that  if  students  have  a  fight  and  are

suspended,  then,  the  university  more  or  less  severs  the  relationship

with  the  student.    The  concept  of  creative  sanctioning,  however,   leaves
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OutBreaksELSituation  16:in  Relative  Percent

Table  16

Responses  in

in  Classroom.

Currently  Ad].udicates             Should  Adjudicate

Ad].udicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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room  to  work  with  the  students  and  to  help  them  understand  their

behavior  and  why  it  is  unacceptable.

Situation  17: student duplicates  a  university master without

permission.     A  portion  of  faculty  and  students _believe  ASU  security

adjudicates  while  a  portion  of  resident  assistants  and  resident

directors  attribute  adjuditation to  student  affairs `a`dministration  (see

Ta_ble._17).  __.Stud_ep`ts   (4.1._1%)   and   faculty   (47..8%)_  agree   th.at  _ASU  security

should  adjudicate  in  this  situation;  42.9%  of  resident  directors  think

it  is  a  matter  for  local  law  officials;  and  44%  of  resident  assistants

vent  to  give  the  responsibility  to  student  affairs  administration.    In

this  situation.  students  recommend  suspension  followed  by  probation

while  faculty  and  resident  assistants  suggest  probation.    Resident

directors  are  really  divided  on  this  issue  by  recormending  expulsion,

creative  sanction,  probation,  and  suspension.    In  this  situation,  all

four  groups  regard  this  incident  as  fairly  serious.

Situation  18:

EEH EE] E]

A  17-yearcold freshman ±g  drinking  1.iqu.o.r. ±± ±±e.

residence  hall.      Resident  directors  indicate  that  student

court  currently  adjudicates  while  the  highest  percentage  of  students,

faculty,  and  resident  assistants  believe  residence  hall  staff  currently

adjudicates.     All  four  groups,  as  shown  in  Table  18,  agree  that

residence  hall  staff  should  adjudicate.     Students  (43.2%),   faculty

(21.7%),   resident  assistants  (44%),   and  resident  directors   (35.7%)

recommend  a  sanction  of  verbal/written  warning.     Faculty   (21.77o)   also

suggest  counseling  and  35.7%  of  resident  directors  recommend  probation.

This  situation  presents  two  policy  violations.    First  of  all,  the

student  is  underage  and  secondly,   the  student  is  drinking  in  the  lobby.
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Duplication  ofSituation  17:Relative  Percent

Table  17

Rest)onses  in

MasterUniversity

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Ad].udicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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FreshmanH year-oldSituation  18:in  Relative  Percent

Table  18

Resi)onses  in

Drinking  Li.quor  ±g ±g!!r.

Currently  Ad].udicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fair;
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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But  obviously,   underage  drinking  is  not  viewed  as  a  very  serious

incident  at  all.    In  a  prior  incident,  drinking  in  the  lobby  was  also

perceived  as  no  serious  matter.    This  is  an  area  of  real  concern,

however.    The  state  law  sets  the  legal  drinking  age  and,   therefore,  when

a  student  is  drinking  underage,  a  violation  of  the  general  statue  of

North  Carolina  occurs.    The  drinking  age  which  increases  this  fall  will

only  serve  to  complicate  matters.  Students  have  already  expressed  that

drinking  is  a  ''fact  of  life."    when  a  student's  values  (as  well  as

faculty,  resident  assistants,  resident  directors)  conflict  with  the

legal  system,  enforcement  is  certainly  more  difficult.    Much  emphasis  on

college  campuses  has  been  directed  towards  alcohol  education  and  alcohol

awareness  programs.    The  task  at  hand,  however,   seems  to  indicate  a  need

to  downplay  the  importance  of  alcohol  in  a  student's  life.     In  a  study

conducted  by  Levine  (1980)  students  indicated  that  drinking  was  their

number  one  way  of  having  fun.     It  has  been  further  noted  that  drinking

has  often  been  a  contributory  factor  in  incidents  of  disciplinary

infractions.    Therefore,  the  importance  of  discipline  in  relation  to

alcohol  is  particularly  significant.    Students  must  learn  their  limits

and  exhibit  self-control  accordingly.

Situation  19: E J± kicks, '_ a
residence  hall.

student discharges i ±
Students,   faculty,  and  resident

assistants  concur  that  residence  life  staff  currently  ad].udicates.

However,  resident  directors  believe  student  affairs  administrators

currently  ad].udicate.     With  respect  to  ''Who  should  adjudicate",   as  shown

in  Table  19,  students,  faculty,  and  resident  assistants  believe

adjudication  should  be  left  to  residence  life  staff .    Resident  directors
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Discharging a ErrSituation  19:in  Relative  Percent

Just  ''for  Kicks."

Table  19

Responses  in

Extinguisher

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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(57%),  however,   still  believe  responsibility  belongs  to  student  affairs

administration.    Once  again,  discharging  a  fire  extinguisher  is  a

violation  of  an  administrative  directive.    This  explains  the  differing

opinions  of  residents  directors  compared  to  students  and  faculty.

Faculty  and  students  hold  similar  views  in  this  situation  regarding

sanctioning.     Students  (30.57o)  and  faculty  (30.4%)  suggest  creative

sanction  while  another  25.3%  of  students,   21.77o  of  faculty,   and  20%  of

resident  assistants  recommend  probation.     Resident  directors  (35.7%)  and

resident  assistants  (28%)  suggest  expulsion  with  another  24%  of  resident

assistants  supporting  suspension.    The  residence  life  staff  tend  to  be

more  harsh  in  the  recommendation  of  their  sanction.     This  may  be

explained,  however,  by  the  fact  that  the  staff  live  in  a  residence  hall

and  probably  are  more  likely  to  realize  the  importance  of  having  a  f ire

extinguisher  that  works.     As  a  sophomore  male  student  noted  "discharging

a  fire  extinguisher  is   'damaging'   (rendering  useless)  property.    At  no

time  can  we  afford  to  be  without  that  extinguisher.    Like  a  good

insurance  policy,  you  cannot  afford  to  be  without  it."

Situation  20: student  insists qu p_laying hi

±!±=| loudly ei 2££9 e± a Wednesdav E±g±± ±± ±i±

electric guitar

residence  hall  room.     As

shown  in  Table  20,   the  consensus  of  all  four  groups  is  that  the

residence  hall  staff  currently  ad].udicates  in  this  situation.    Likewise,

all  groups  concur  that  the  residence  hall  staf f  should  be  the  one  who

adjudicates.     Sanctioning  varies  from  66.3%  of  students,   34.8%  of

faculty,   52%  of  resident  assistants,  and  28.6%  of  resident  directors

suggesting  verbal/written  warning.     Another  57%  of  resident  directors

and  21.7%  of  faculty  recommend  a  creative  sanction.     In  this  case,   the
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a  GuitarPlaying iSituation  20:in  Relative  Percent

Residence  Hall.

Table  20

Rest)onses

LOudly i i

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Ad].udicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of ficials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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issue  of  noise  is  regarded  as  another  "insignificant"  situation

particularly  by  students,  faculty,  and  resident  assistants.    Perhaps,

resident  directors  are  suggesting  creative  sanction  as  a  means  of

working  with  the  student  to  understand  how  his  actions  are  af fecting

others ,

Situation  21: A  student  threatens a  professor  ±!!±£±  bodi|.y_ E§=E±

Students,  faculty,  resident  assistants,  and  a  portion  of  resident

directors  cite  ASU  security  as  currently  ad].udicating.     Another  20%  of

resident  assistants  and  28.6%  of  resident  directors  feel  the  academic

administration  is  involved  while  30.47o  of  faculty  and  207o  of  resident

assistants  state  that  they  "don't  know."    In  this  situation,  ''who  should

adjudicate"  receives  a  mixed  response,  as  shown  in  Table  21,  between

local  law  officials  and  ASU  security.     Resident  Directors  (21.4%)  and

students  (20%)  recormend  a  lesser  sanction  of  probation  while  another

20%  of  the  students  and  28.67o  of  resident  directors  suggest  suspension.

In  addition,   24.2%  of  students,   39.17o  of  faculty,   and  28%  of  resident

assistants  recommend  the  sanction  of  expulsion.    Once  again.  in  an

incident  involving  the  threat  of  bodily  harm,  all  groups  consider  this  a

very  serious  situation  with  serious  consequences  recommended.

Studeht  data: Male and  Female responses.     Examining  student  data

by  male  and  female  in  response  to  the  question  ''what  sanction  imposed,"

there  were  a  few  differences  which  deserve  to  be  noted.     In  situation

two,  where  the  professor  finds  a  student  cheating  during  final  exam,

29.77o  of  the  males  favored  suspension  as  sanction  with  another  24.3%  of

the  males  favoring  expulsion.     In  contrast,   36.2%  of  the  females

recommended  suspension.     In  another  case  where  the  beer  bottle  was
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Student  ThreatensSituationRelative  Percent

Bodily E±.

Table  21

Responses  in

Professor  with

Currently  Adjudicates             Should  Adjudicate

Adjudicator

No  Action
Student  Court
Residence  Hall  Staf f
Academic  Administration
ASU  Security
Local  Law  Of f icials
Student  Af fairs
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response

Sanction  Imposed

Sanction

None
Verbal/Written  Warning
Counseling
Creative  Sanction
Probation
Suspension
Expulsion
Don't  Know
Combination  Responses
No  Response
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tthrown  out  the  window,   27%  of  the  males  suggested  suspension  followed  by

21.6%  of  males  suggesting  creative  sanction.    Females,  however,   thought

the  incident  should  receive  a  verbal/written  warning  (32.8%)  followed  by

a  recormendation  for  probation  (24.1%).

Males  recommended  expulsion  (56.8%)  for  the  incident  involving  a

bomb  threat,  while  females  suggested  a  sanction  of  suspension  (36.2%).

The  issue  of  marijuana  was  somewhat  reversed  with  males  recormending  a

verbal/written  warning  (27%)  or  probation  (24.3%)  while  females

suggested  suspension  (27.6%)   followed  by  probation  (20.7%).     Incidents

involving  purposely  pulling  a  fire  alarm  when  there  is  no  fire  was

favored  by  males  to  receive  suspension  (32.4%)  or  expulsion  (29.7%)  with

females  suggesting  probation  (25.9%)  or  suspension  (24.1%).

In  the  matter  of  duplicating  a  university  master  key,  males  favored

creative  sanction  (27%)  or  expulsion  (21.6%).     Females,   however,

suggested  suspension  (32.8%)  or  probation  (25.9%).     Finally,   in  the

situation  where  the  student  threatens  a  professor,  males  favored

expulsion   (32.4%),   suspension  (18.9%).   and  then  probation  (16.2%)

whereas  females  suggested  probation  (22.4%),   suspension  (20.7%).   and

then  expulsion  (19%).

Other  delnofraphic  data.    Faculty  who  responded  to  the  opinionnaire

indicated  they  had  been  at  Appalachian  State  University:  one  to  three

years,  4;   four  to  six  years,  2;   seven  to  nine  years,  4;  ten  to  fifteen

years,   5;   sixteen  to  twenty  years,   7;  and  over  21  years,   1.     The

distribution  was  too  broad  for  any  conparisons.    Cross  tabulations  on

how  many  semesters  students  had  lived  in  the  residence  hall  revealed  no

real  differences  among  respondents.
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Only  three  respondents  answered  af firmatively  to  demographic

information  that  was  requested  of  students,  resident  assistants  and

resident  directors  inquiring  if  they  had  ever  been  charged  with  any

disciplinary  violations  in  which  formal  action  had  been  taken.    However,

according  to  statistics  compiled  by  the  ASU  Student  Judiciary,  less  than

one  percent  of  the  student  body  is  ever  formally  charged  f or  violating

student  law.    Therefore,  those  three  respondents  are  representative  of

the  population.

Conclusion  and  Recommendations

A  general  overview  of  the  modal  distribution  of  responses  to  each

of  the  situations  with  respect  to  the  first  question,  "Who  currently

ad].udicates,"  presents  some  interesting  findings.    Each  of  the

situations  presented  on  the  opinionnaire  (see  Appendices  A,  8,   C,   and  D)

falls  within  the  jurisdiction  of  student  court  to  adjudicate  on  the

campus  of  Appalachian  State  University.    For  clarification  purposes,  a

student  does  have  a  right  to  be  heard  by  an  administrative  hearing  board

if  he  so  chooses  instead  of  going  through  the  ].udiciary  process.    Also,

violation  of  the  administrative  directives  may  be  subject  to  an

immediate  hearing  with  the  assistant  vice-chancellor  of  student  affairs.

The  highest  percentage  of  student  responses  in  each  of  the  21  situations

did  not  choose  student  court  as  an  option  for  currently  adjudicating  the

situation.    This  finding  should  certainly  raise  some  questions.    One

female  sophomore  commented  that  "Students  should  be  informed  who  handles

each  situation  so  when  the  situation  comes  up  we  can  report  them  to

proper  authority."    Currently,  the  Appalachian  State  University  Judicial
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Code  is  published  in  legal  format  in The  Mountaineer  handbook.     These

handbooks  are  made  available  to  students  each  year.    Unfortunately,   the

majority  of  students  evidently  have  not  read  the  handbook  or  simply  do

not  understand  how  student  court  operates  on  this  campus.    Perhaps  a

handbook  specifically  designed  for  student  conduct  at  Appalachian  State

University  could  be  produced  in  a  simple  format  so  that  the  students

could  easily  understand  the  process.    To  develop  confidence  in  the

student  court  system,   perhaps  publishing  cases  anonymously  in !E±

Appalachian  would  be  helpful.    Weisinger  (1980)  states  that  publishing

cases  also  helps  set  and  advertise  expectations  of  behavior  and,  in

addition,  serves  as  a  deterrent  to  inappropriate  behavior.

Surprisingly,   faculty  seemed  to  have  a  broader  knowledge  of  the

concept  of  student  court  than  students  or  resident  assistants.    In  seven

different  situations,  the  highest  percentage  of  faculty  believed  that

student  court  was  responsible  for  adjudicating  the  sanction.    Many

faculty  did  comment,  however,  that  they    did  not  feel  student  court

should  handle  serious  crimes  nor  cases  of  academic  dishonesty.    One  male

instructor  pointed  out  that  "Nearness'  of  the  adjudicator  to  the
'crime'   is  very  important  even  if  justice  is  not  always  done.    Irmediacv

is  important."    Even  though  faculty  are  aware  of  the  system,  court

history  at  ASU  has  shown  that  very  few  referrals  are  ever  sent  to

student  court  by  faculty  especially  regarding  academic  dishonesty.

Perhaps  it  would  be  to  the  advantage  of  students  and  faculty  to  have  a

separate  hearing  board  for  cases  of  academic  dishonesty.     A  firm  policy

could  be  developed  stating  the  university's  stand  regarding  academic

standards.    A  definite  advantage  would  be  a)   professors  could  see
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immediate  results  and  have  a  chance  for  input  and  b)  sanctions  within

the  realm  of  academics  could  be  utilized  (i.e.,  if  a  student  is  not

suspended  then  he/she  may  fail  the  course  for  the  semester).    If

professors  knew  there  was  an  academic  policy  that  the  university

strongly  supported  and  stood  behind,  then,  in  all  probability,

professors  would  be  more  willing  to  use  the  system.    This  in  turn  would

promote  a  high  ethical  and  moral  standard  with  respect  to  academics.

Resident  directors  appeared  to  have  the  largest  knowledge  of  the

involvement  of  student  court  in  adjudicating  situations.    This  could  be

attributed  to  the  direct  involvement  that  several  of  the  resident

directors  have  when  referring  disciplinary  actions  from  the  residence

hall.    Also,  in  three  of  the  situations  (a  beer  bottle  being  thrown  out

a  window,  a  fire  extinguisher  being  discharged,  and  an  intentional  false

fire  alarm)  the  highest  percentage  of  resident  directors  indicated  that

student  affairs  administration  currently  adjudicates;  and,  in  light  of

the  aLdministrative  directives,  this  would  be  correct.    One  female

resident  director  commented  that  she  was  not  opposed  to  student  court,

however,   "my  perceptions  of  how  students  at  ASU  perceive  it,   is   'a

joke,'   'a  tap  on  the  hand'  not  very  serious.    Perhaps  if  sanctions  were

geared  towards  actions  students  would  grow  and  learn  and  perhaps  take

the  process  more  seriously."    A  male  resident  director  noted  that  he

felt
student  court  has  way  too  much  power  over  resident  hall  incidents.
It  is  ridiculous  for  an  RA  to  write  someone  up  for  something,  and

t:::1::V:e::n8:r:?  S:::e::bc::fin;RS ::tr:::;e:n::g:°:::::u:1:Z:::g
to  mess  with  student  court.
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As  an  alternative,  the  male  resident  director  suggests  that  the

Residence  Life  Of f ice  have  more  authority  in  disciplinary  incidents  that

occur  in  the  residence  hall.    He  suggests  someone  from  the  Residence

Life  Office  serve  as  judge  (for  example,  an  area  coordinator)  and  decide

on  a  suitable  punishment  to  fit  the  action.     ''This  way  the  system  would

move  much  faster."

Surprisingly,  resident  assistants  acknowledged  the  involvement  of

student  court  in  only  three  situations  (based  on  the  highest  percentage

response  for  each  situation).    Considering  resident  assistants  are

trained  in  how  the  "system"  works,  their  responses  seemed  a  bit  off

track.    Perhaps  a  more  intensive  training  session  is  needed  to  educate

the  resident  assistant  in  the  process.    Afterall,  the  resident  assistant

is  a  valuable  source  of  information  for  residents  on  his/her  floor  and

if  the  resident  assistant  does  not  understand  the  system--how  can

students  be  expected  to  know  what  goes  on?

On  the  other  hand,  perhaps  the  resident  assistants  were  trying  to

find  alternatives  to  the  present  system.    One  male  senior  who  has  been  a

resident  assistant  for  three  semesters  sumlned  up  many  of  the  resident

assistant  responses  by  stating  that

I  think  the  idea  of  student  court  is  a  good  one.    And  the  idea  for
the  residence  hall  staffs  to  work  with  the  student  court.    But  from
ny  dealing  and  experiences  with  this  pseudo-court  structure,   I  feel
that  either  the  sanctions  imposed,  and/or  the  people  that  are
involved  in  student  court  should  be  re-evaluated.    As  it  stands,
the  student  court  system  is  totally  useless,  especially  to  the
residence  life  staffs.    It  is  our  basic  recourse  in  disciplinary
actions  to  refer  cases  to  student  court   .   .   .  most  RAs  won't  refer
some  violations  because  they  feel  that  it  is  a  waste  of  their  time
to  go  through  the  court  procedure  I.ust  to  have  the  person  given  a
slap  on  the  wrist  and  9  times  out  of  10  that's  exactly  what  it  is.
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Another  third  semester  male  senior  resident  assistant  shares

similar  comments.    He  states  that  he  has  served  on  student  senate  and

therefore  feels  he  knows  the  student  court  system  fairly  well.

Referring  to  student  court,  he  further  comments

Many  cases  they  hear  should  be  handled  through  faculty  and  local
authorities.    Too  many  warnings  and  probations  are  being  given  out
which  do  little  or  nothing.    From  my  own  experience,   I  refuse  to
send  anything  to  student  court.    There  have  been  several  cases
where  it  was  appropriate.    The  offenders  laugh  at  student  court  and
think  of  it  as  not  more  than  a  slap  on  the  hand  (they  are  right).

A  sixth  semester  male  senior  resident  assistant  also  pointed  out  that,

generally,  resident  assistants  do  not  refer  students  to  student  court

until  an  incident  has  occurred  several  times  and  the  student  has  been

warned.    Therefore,  he  concludes,  ''when  a  referral  occurs  it  is

].ustified  and  the  student  has  previously  been  warned."    He  suggests  that

residence  life  staff  should  be  able  to  put  residents  on  probation  for

less  serious  of fenses  that  occur  in  the  residence  hall  ''so  that  if  the

students  are  finally  referred  a  more  strict  sanction  should  be  imposed."

For  the  most  part,  it  is  somewhat  distressing  to  hear  so  many

negative  criticisms  coming  from  the  residence  life  staff ,  however,  these

people  are  on  the  f font  line  and  have  to  live  with  and  deal  with

irresponsible  residents  on  a  daily  basis.    The  general  dissatisfaction

with  the  disciplinary  process  from  so  many  residence  life  staff  needs  to

be  taken  into  consideration  and  a  viable  alternative  considered.

Perhaps  authority  does  need  to  be  granted  to  residence  life

professionals  to  adjudicate  discipline  in  minor  infractions  of  residence

hall  policy.    To  complement  the  current  system,  a  residence  life  person

could  meet  with  the  individual  after  the  court  case  and  discuss  in  more
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depth  the  student's  behavior.    Of  course,  one  of  the  problems  in

residence  hall  discipline  is  connecting  the  sanction  to  the  behavior.

Generally  several  days,  weeks,   or  even  months  may  pass  before  a  student

goes  to  student  court.    By  then,  there  is  no  direct  correlation  between

the  student's  behavior  and  the  sanction.    Perhaps  a  Residence  Hall

Council  could  be  f ormed  to  hear  minor  violations  `within  the  residence

hall.    Instead  of  just  a  formal  proceeding  to  determine  guilt  or

innocence,  emphasis  could  be  shifted  to  dealing  with  the  student's

behavior.    The  student  needs  to  examine j±r the  behavior  was

unacceptable  or  inappropriate  and  also  to  realize  how  the  behavior

affected  others.    A  definite  advantage  is  that  the  residence  hall  staff

would  be  working  closely  with  the  individual.    Staff  would  be  able  to

offer  support  and  encouragement  in  maintaining  appropriate  behavior.

Also,  staff  would  need  to  undergo  extensive  training  in  the  educational

process  of  discipline.    Staff  could  be  trained  in  focusing  on  positive

behaviors  and  promoting  self-discipline  in  their  residents.    Having  the

authority  to  deal  with  incidents  in  the  residence  hall  would  enable  the

educational  process  to  become  more  complete.     Another  option  could  be

the  establishment  of  a  Judicial  Affairs  Office  on  campus.    Such  an

of fice  would  be  able  to  devote  time  to  individuals  involved  in

disciplinary  infractions  and  thus  replace  a  portion  of  the  proceduralism

currently  involved  with  student  court.

Overall,   the  general  perceptions  with  regard  to  ''Who  should

adjudicate"  seem  to  indicate  that  situations  involving  the  residence

hall  should  be  adjudicated  by  the  residence  hall  staff ,  situations

involving  academics  (cheating,   fight  in  classroom)  should  be  ad].udicated
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by  the  academic  administration,  and  "legal"  situations  should  be

adjudicated  by  either  ASU  Security  or  local  law  officials.    This  pattern

among  ASU  Security  and  local  law  officials  causes  some  concern.     Most

respondents  were  wanting  to  increase  the  involvement  of  local  law

officals  instead  of  ASU  Security.    Perhaps  this  implies  that  students,

faculty,  resident  assistants,  and  resident  directors  want  situations

such  as  theft,  assault,  bomb  threats,  and  use  of  marijuana  to  be  treated

as  regular  criminal/civil  offenses.    At  the  same  time,  problems  occur

when  students  are  heard  through  both  student  court  and  "uptown"  court.

Are  the  students  that  serve  on  student  court  as  qualif led  as  the
"professionals"  to  decide  whether  a  student  is  guilty  or  innocent?    Is

this  a  matter  that  should  be  left  to  the  local  law  off icials?

The  views  among  students,   faculty,  resident  assistants,  and

resident  directors  concerning  adjudication  and  sanctions  in  disciplinary

situations  were  surprisingly  consistent  even  among  the  groups.    With

regard  to  the  imposition  of  sanctions,  overall,  the  sanctions

recommended  for  particular  situations  are  for  the  most  part  much  tougher

than  currently  handed  down  from  the  university.    For  example,   the

situation  involving  calling  in  a  bomb  threat  received  a  consensus  among

all  four  groups  that  such  student  should  be  expelled.    A  recent  case  at

ASU,  however,   involved  a  student  calling  in  a  bomb  threat.    The  student

was  found  guilty  and  merely  placed  on  probation.

In  looking  at  the  judicial  system,  it  is  important  to  note  that  the

preamble  to  the  ASU  Judicial  code  reads

The  University  Judicial  System  exists  to  promote  ].ustice  and
fairness,  to  encourage  responsibility,  and  to  protect  the  rights  of
the  individual  and  the  university  community.    It  is  a  vital  part  of
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the  educational  process  of  Appalachian  State  University.   ([E±
Mountaineer,   1985,p.   36)

The  emphasis  centers  on  justice  and  fairness  and  the  rights  of  the

individual.    The  system  is  truly  legalistic  and  affords  the  accused  even

more  rights  than  are  specified  in  tbe  U.  S.  Constitution.    But  the

question  remains,  is  the  student  learning  and  growing  from  the  judicial

process  experience?    Is  the  student  learning  to  be  more  self-disciplined

and  to  develop  into  a  mature  individual?    Unfortunately,  these  questions

are  not  easily  answered.     Nonetheless,   examining  some  of  the  needs  and

concerns  mentioned  throughout  this  paper  may  help  gain  a  broader

perspective  of  the  entire  disciplinary  process  and  may  focus  on  some  of

the  prevalent  needs  on  the  campus  of  Appalachian  State  University.
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March   10,   1986

Dear  Student,

In  conjunction  with  the
survey  is  being  conducted.
student  population  which  has
this  research.    The  purpose
on  the  disciplinary  process
YOUR  opportunity  to  express
on  campus.

office  of  Student  Affairs,   the  following
You  are  among  five  percent  of  the  ASU
been  randomly  selected  to  participate  in

of  this  research  is  to  gather  YOUR  opinions
at  Appalachian  State  University.    This  is
your  OWN  views  on  the  matter  of  discipline

The  attached  opinnionaire  presents  a  variety  of  situations  that  are
typical  of  a  college  campus  and  could  (or  have)  occurred  at  ASU.     From
the  choices  on  the  next  page,   you  are  simply  asked  to  respond  to  each
situation  by:

1)  WHO  do  you  think  currently  adjudicates  (judges  or  decides)   the
disciplinary  sanction  imposed  on  the  student?

2)  WHO  do  you  think  SHOULD  ad].udicate   (judge  or  decide)   the
disciplinary  sanction?

3)  WHAT  disciplinary  sanction  do  you  think  would  be  appropriate  in
each  situation?

Since  you  are  part  of  a  select  group  on  campus  to  participate  in
this  research,   please  take  a  few  moments  to  complete  the  attached
opinionnaire.     YOUR  perceptions  and  opinions  on  what  is  currently
happening  at  ASU  and  what  YOU  would  like  to  see  happen  ±=g  important!   At
the  same  time,   it  should  be  noted  that  your  response  will  be  tabulated
with  the  other  ASU  student  views  and  opinions  thereby  insuring  that  your
own  response  remains  anonymous.

After  completing  the  opinionnaire,  place  it  in  the  enclosed  return
envelope  and  drop  it  in  the  campus  mail  box  at  the  university  post
office.     Responses  NEED  to  be  returned  by  March  21   so  please  complete
YOURS   today!

Sincerely ,

Kay  Gurganus
Graduate  Student



Asu   optN)aNI`IAIRE

RECTI0N§:     using   the   scales   listed  below,   choose   ONE  response   for   EACH  of   the
llouing   qLiestion®I

I)  WIlo  do  you   fe®l   currently  adjudicates  sanction?
2}   Who   de   you   feel   SHOULD   adjudicate   sanction?
3)   WRAT   sanction   do   you   feel   9hou]d   be    imposed?

WIIO   ADJUDICATES   <JUD6ES,    DECIDES)
ENct1t"?

I     No  Actloii   ldyshould  a.  Tak.o

2    Stud.nt  Court

3    a..id.nco  H&ll   St.ff

4    Aced.oic  Achlnl.tr.tioi`

5     ASu  S®curity

6    loc.I   I.w  Off lcl®I.

7     Stud.I`t  Aft.if`®  Achini®tr.tion

e      Oon'`   Kntp4

wiraT   sAt`ICTlcN   sHouiD   BE
IMPO§ED?

A     None

e    u®r't..`/Wrltt.n  W.rrilno

C      Coun®,'il'®

0     Cr.I.tiu.   Sanctloo
(d.®igl`ed   `o   .i it   th.   €rlm..)

E     Pr®b®tlon

F     Su.p.n®lon

•'0     Exi)ul.ion

H     Don't   Know

Ou,9tlon   01
Who  Curr.ntly

Adj u a i c , t , ,?

®u®,tlolt   ®2
lJho   Should

Adj ud I c , t ® ?

A   Student   i5   apprehended  while
gtreaking   tin   the   nude}   through   the
I i brary ,

A  professor   f inds  a  Student   using
unauthorized   {ch®at)   notes  during  a
i inal   exam.

A  student   living   In   the   re9idence
hall   stealg   his   neighbor'9  watch
while   hig   neighbor    ig   in   the   shower.

A   Student   is   obviou5Iy   drunk   and   ig
disrupting   studentg   in   his   re§idenc©
I'al I ,

Student   turns   ln   hig  research   paper
r   English   clagg   and  whil®   grading
e   paper,   the   profeg5or   di9c®vers
e   Student   has   turned   in   his

roolmate'9  research  paper   from   the
prior   year.

.       Two  hours  after   visitation  hours  ha.;e
ended   in   a  residence   haH,   an   RA
discovers   a  male   on   the   female   floor.

.       A  beer   bottle   ig   thrown   from   the
f i+th   +Ioor   a+   a  residence   haH
w I n doq ,

81

au®®tlon   *3
uh.t   S.nctior.

(npo.®d?



I)   WHO  do  you   feel   currently   adjudicates  6ancti®n?
2}   Who   do   you   {®el   SHOULD   adjudicate   Sanction?
3)   WHAT   Sanction   do  you   feel   6hou]d  be   imposed?

WHO   ADJUDICATES   {JUD6ES,    DECIDES}
SOuCT I CN?

I     No  Actlon   le/Should  8®  T.k.a

2     Student   Court

3     R..lcl®nic.   Hall    Staff

4     AE.d.mic   Adhlnlstr®tjon

r=

5     ASu  Security

6     Log.I   L.w  0+{lcial.

7     Student  Af+.ire  Achini.tr.tion

e     I)on't   Know

WHe`T   SANCTION   SHOULD   BE
IHPO§ED?

A     Nan,

3     U.rba`A4rltt®n  W&rnirlg

C     Coun..llno

D     Cr®.tiu®   §.nctlon
(d..iol`®d   to  .fit   th.   crim..)

E     Probation

F     §u.p.n.len

C      Expul®lon

lJ       Don't    Kr`Ch^i

Ou®,eton   €1
Who   Curr®ntly

Adj ud i c a t. a?

A  e,tudent   caHs   in   a  bomb   threat   ta  an
academic   building.

A  Student   threatens   to  a5sault   another
Student  with   a   knife.

10.     A  Student   trying   to   get   a   loan   from   the
Financial   Aid  Off ice   purposely  provides
false   information.

11.     A   20-year   old   5ephomore    i5   drinking'a
beer   in   the   public   area  a+   a  residence
hal I  I

13.     A   student   5hoplifts   from   the   universi.ty
bookstore .

13.     A   Student   ig   smoking  marijuana   in   the
residence  han .

14.     A  Student   purpogely  puns   the   f ire   alarm
wh®il   there   is  no   f ire.

15.     A   Student    ig   +ound  writing   era+fitl   on
the   bathroom  walls.

16.     A   f ight   between   two   gtudents   breaks   out
in   the   clagsroom.

17.     A   Student   duplicates   a   univergity  master
key  without   permission.

18.     A     17-year   old   freshman   is   drinking   liquor
in   the   lcbby   of   a  residence   haH.
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Ou..tlon  .2       0u..tlon  83
Who  Should     uh.t   S.nctiori

Adjudl cat.?             lmFio.®d?



1}  WIlo  do  you   feel   currently  adjudicateg  sanction?
2)   Who   do   you   f®el   Sl]OULD   adjudicate   Sanction?
3)   WHAT   Sanction   do   you   feel   should   be   impog®d?

WWO   ADJUDICATES   {JUD6ES,    OECIDES}
smcTlcN?

I     No  Action   l~Should  8.  Tax.n

2    Stud.nt   Court

3    R..id.nc.  H.ll   St.ff

4    Ac.d.mic  Adolfii.tration

5    A§u  Security

6     lot.I   L.w  Of{lcial®

7     Student  A+i eilr.  Adhirilgtr.tlof)

a      Don`t    KnoiA.

wlmT   SaNCTICN  SHoulo   BE
IHPOSED?

A     Noo,

e     Verb.lA4ritt®fl  Warning

C     Coun.®lir.a

D     Cr..`iv.   S.rictl®ri
{d..iori.a  to  .f it   th.  crime.)

E     Probation

f     Su.p.n.ior.

e     Expu`.ion

I,      Don,t   Xl,ol®

Ou®®tl®n   ,I
Who  Curr.ntly

Adj u cl i c , t ® ,?

19.     Just   .for  kicks.,   a  Student  discharges  a
i Ire   extinguisher   in   a  residence   hall    .

20.     A  etudel`t   lngigts  on   playing  his  electric
guitar   very   loudly  at   9i30   on   a  Wedltesday
night   in   his  residence   hall   room.

21.     A  student   threatens  a  prof®95or  with
bodi ly  harm.

Ou®,tion   ,2
Who   Should

Adj u d I c , t ® ?

Ou,,tlon   ,3
Wh.I   Sa®cti®n

lmpo,®d?

PLEASE   C"PLETE  THE   FOLLow]No   ]NFORrflTIEN   FOR   coMPARATluE   PURPosEs.      CIRCLE
Tl{E   CORRECT   RESPENSE.

22.      Sex!                                         Male                               Ferriale

23.     Claggif ication!          Freshman        Sophomore        Junior        Senior        6raduate

24.     Place   of   Current   Residence:     On-Campus          Off-Campug

2§.      ]ncluding   this   9em.9ter,   how  many   semesters   have   you   ]lv®d   in   the   regid®nc®
haH   while   at  Appa|achian   State   Univergity?

0              I-2              3-4              5-6              7  or  more

26.     Current   cumulative  grade   paint   average!

below   I.5          I.5-I.99          2.0-2.49       2.5-2.99       3.a-3.49          3.5-4.0

27.      Have   you   ever   been   charged  with   any  digciplinary   violation{9}   with   formal
action   taken   by!

a.     Stud.nt   Court
b.      Resjdenc®   Hall   Staff
c.     Academic  Achinistration
d.     ASU   Security
e.      Local    Law   Of+icialg
i.     Student  Af+airs  Administrators

Corm.nts  or   suggestions  may  b®  written   on   the   back   a+   this  page.
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March   11,   1986

Dear  Faculty:

In  conjunction  with  the  office  of  Student  Affairs,  the  following
survey  is  being  conducted.    The  purpose  of  this  research  is  to  gather
YOUR  opinions  on  the  disciplinary  process  at  Appalachian  State
University.    You  have  been  randomly  selected  to  participate  in  this
research;   therefore,  please  take  advantage  of  this  opportunity  to
express  YOUR  views  on  the  matter  of  discipline  on  campus.

The  attached  opinionnaire  presents  a  variety  of  situations  that  are
typical  of  a  college  campus  and  could   (or  have)  occurred  at  ASU.     From
the  choices  on  the  next  page,   you  are  simply  asked  to  respond  to  each
situation  by:

1)    WHO  do  you  think  currently  ad].udicates   (].udges  or  decides)   the
disciplinary  sanction  imposed  on  the  student?

2)     WHO  do  you  think  SHOULD  ad].udicate   (].udge  or  decide)   the
disciplinary  sanction?

3)    WHAT  disciplinary  sanction  do  you  think  would  be  appropriate  in
each  situation?

Since  you  are  part  of  a  select  group  on  canpus  to  participate  in
this  research,   YOUR  perceptions  and  opinions  on  what  is  currently
happening  at  ASU  and  what  YOU  would  like  to  see  happen  ±=±  important! !
At  the  same  time,   it  should  be  noted  that  your  response  will  be
tabulated  with  fellow  faculty  thereby  insuring  that  your  own  response
remains  anonymous.

After  completing  the  opinionnaire,  place  it  in  the  enclosed  return
envelope  and  send  via  campus  mail.     Responses  NEED  to  be  returned  by
March  21   so  please  complete  YOURS   today! !

Sincerely,

Kay  Gurganus
Graduate  Student



Asu   OplNlaNNA]RE

IRECTI0N§:     Using   the   Scales   listed  be)ou,   choose   enE  response   for   EACH  of   the  86
oHcoing  qu®stiongl

I)   WHO   do   you   fe®l   currently   adjudicateg   ganction?
2)   Who   do  you   feel   SHOULD   adjudicate   sanctiori?
3)   WLIAT   Sanctlon   do   you   feel    should  be    imposed?

WHO   ADJUDICATES   (JUDOES,    DECIOES}
ENCT I t"?

I     No  Actlon   I./Should  8.  T.k.rl

2     Stud.nt   Court

3    fl..id.nc.  Hall   St.€f

4     Ac&d.lbic   AdhlAl.tr&tion

5    ASu  S.curity

6     Loc.I   Loul  Of{Icl®I.

7    8tud.nt  Aft.ir.  Admini6tr.tian

8      0on't   Knoi^i

I.        A   student   is   apprehendedwhile
streaking   tin   the   nude)   through   the
I I brary ,

2.       A  professor   i inds  a  Student   using
unauthorized   {cheat)   notes  during  a
i inal   exam.

3.        A   Student   living   in   the   re8ldenc®
hall   steals   hig  neighbor'9  watch
whi]®   his   neighbor    ig   in   the   shower.

4.        A  student   is   obviously  drunk   and   ig
disrupting   students   in   his  reSidenc®
hal I ,

5.       A  student   turns   ln  his  research  paper
for   Engligh   cla89   and  while   grading
the  paper,   the   profeg5or  di8ceverg
the   Student   has   tt;rned   in   his
roonat®'9  research  paper  from  the
prior   year.

6.        Two  hours  after   visitation   hours  hal/e
ended   in   a   residence   hall,   an   RA
discoverg   a  male   oA   the   female   floor.

7.       A  beer   bottl®   ig   thrown   from   the
fl+th   +loor   a+   a  residence   hall
w I n dco ,

WliIAT   SAl`lcT] ON   SHOULD   BE
IHPOSED?

A     Nofl,

e    uorb.l^lrltt.n  W..I`Ihg

C    Coun..uno

0    Cr..`lv.  Sanctlori
(a..ion.d  to  .+lt   th.  crlm..}

E     Prob®tloo

F     Su.p.n.lori
•'0     E*pu,a,on

H     Don't   Xnou

Cu,6tlon   #'
Who   Curr®ntly

Adj u d i c a t ® , ?

eu..tlon  *2            au..tlon  *3
Who   Should           WI`.t   §.nction

AdJudl c.t.?                 Ihpo..a?



1}   WW0  do  you   {eel   currently   adjudicates   6ancti®n?
2}   hlho   do   you   Seel   SHOULD   adjudicata   safictian?
3}   WHAT   Sanction   do   you   feel    8hould   b@    impoged?

WHO   ®DJUDICATE§    {JuOGES,    DECIDES)
SOCT I CN?

I     No  Actlon   l®/Should  8.  Taken

2     Student   Court

3     R..Id®nc.   Halt    St&+f

4     Ac.d®mic   Adinll`l*tritien

5    SSU  a.curlty

6     Local   L.w  0+f lcial.

7     Stud.nt  A+f.ire  Acfhini.tr`.tion

8     Don't   Know

WHAT   SAi`ICTION   SHOULD   88
lHPOSED?

A     None

8     u®rb®lAAlr.ltt®n  Waning

C     Coun..Hng

D     Cr..tlv®   §anctlon
{d..i®n®d   to   .fit   th.   crim®.)

E     Probation

F     Su®p.A.ion

8     Expul.lan

H      Don`t    Know

Ou®,tion    €1
Wtlo   Curr®ntly

Adj u d i c a t . t}?

8.        A  9tudeot   caH9   in   a  bomb   threat   t®  an
academic   building.

9.       A  student   threatens   to   assault   another
student  with   a  knife.

io.     A  student   trying   to  get   a   loan   from   the
Financial   Aid   Off ice   purposely   provides
false    information.

11.     A   20-year   old   sophon®re    is   drinking   a
beer   in   the   public   area   a+   a   residence
hal I ,

12.     A   Student   shoplifts   from   the   univergi.ty
bool{ s t or e .

13.      A   Student    is   Smoking  marijuana   in   the
residence   haH.

14.     A   student   purposely   puHs   the   {ir®   alarm
wheil   there   is  no   i ire.

15.      A   Student    ig   found  writing   era+f iti   on
the   bathroom  waHs.

16.     A   i ight   between   two   gtudents   breaks   oLlt
in   the   clagsroom.

17.     A   Student   dup]ic8tes   a   university  magter
key  without   permissiori.

18.     A      17-year   old   freshman    ig   drinking   liquor
in   the   lobby  of   a  residence   haH.
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®u..tlar.   .2       0ue.tl®n   #3
Who   Should     Wlil`   Sanction

Adjudlc&ta?              lmpo.®d?



|}  W«O  d®  you   fe®l   €orr.ntty  &djgalcateo  8aectlon?
2}  Who  do  you  {®.i   S"OuLD  adJudlc.!®  .anctl®n?
3}  WttAT  Se8ction  do  you  i.el   sholild  a.   lfe?oe.d? 88

"0  ADjuDicATEs  {JuoeEs,   OEcloEs>
ENCTion7

I    t`io  detlco  lv§I`coid  8®  T.k..

2    €tud®nt  Court

a    R,,id,^t,  H,ii   st,¢f

•    Ac€d®.ic  Adell`i.tr.tlon

3    ASH  S.cur.`r

6    lece,I   lea.  a.+1€1.I.

7    etudoh`  A++.lr.  Admlnl.tr&tlon

oA,t   knco

wi*T  aehicTlaH  sHouib  ®E
IWOSEO?

A     N®n®

a    V.rb.lA*l tt®o  Wernjflo

C     Cogn,®l'n®

o    cr..tlv.  e.fictlen
{dbelcn.a  t®  .+It  the  crlae.}

E    Prob.tico

F    §v.p.oelon

e     Expwl.ion

»    Oo®,t  Xn-

Ou®.tlco  ei            eti.atl®n  ®2
uno  Curr.n`lr
aejudic.t.B?

19.    Jtlst  .for  klckS.,  a  Student  dlicl`arg®.  a
+Ire   ®xtinoulsh®r   in   a  r®Sldelic®  hall    .

ZO.     fi  ®tudeiit   l®Si.t.  on   p]aylno  hlo  ®I®Ctric
®Oltar  ti€ry  loudly  at   9:30  ®n  t  Wean.sday
Ol9ht   1o  hl€  a.sid.nco   h&ll   room.

21.    A  ttudent   thr.atens  a  prof.15®r  with
i=odi `y   h@rra.

Who  sOould
OuuC'c,t,?

EASE   CCMPIETE  THE   FBLLOulNG   ]NFORMATIOw   FOR   CCMPARATIVE   PLIRPO§ES,      CIRCLE
E   CORRECT   RE§PENSE.

Sex: Ma'® F®ma'e

twootltm  aa
th.t  8onctlon

llapo,®d?

•     Do  you   teach   prlmarl]yi      1}   uftdergraduat€s     2}   9raduate5     3}   both

•     Are   you   con9Ider®dl

1}   Full   time   instructor     2}   Full   time   acininistrator     3}   Faculty/Athinistritor

•     How  many  years  have   you   been   employed   at  ASUI

I-3            4-6               7-9            10-15               16-20 21+

€nt®  or   euggegtions  may  be  written   on   the   back   ef   this  page.
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March   11,   1986

Dear  Resident  Assistant:

In  conjunction  with  the  office  of  Student  Affairs,  the  following
survey  is  being  conducted.    The  purpose  of  this  research  is  to  gather
YOUR  opinions  on  the  disciplinary  process  at  Appalachian  State
University.    As  a  Resident  Assistant,   part  of  your  job  entails
confronting  and/or  enforcing  disciplinary  problems;  therefore,  this  is
YOUR  opportunity  to  express  your  OWN  views  on  the  matter  of  discipline
on  campus.

The  attached  opinionnaire  presents  a  variety  of  situations  that  are
typical  of  a  college  campus  and  could  (or  have)   occurred  at  ASU.     From
the  choices  on  the  next  page,   you  are  simply  asked  to  respond  to  each
situation  by:

1)     WHO  do  you  think  currently  adjudicates   (I.udges  or  decides)   the
disciplinary  sanction  immposed  on  the  student?

2)     WHO  do  you  think  SHOULD  adjudicate   (judge  or  decide)   the
disciplinary  sanction?

3)    WHAT  disciplinary  sanction  do  you  think  would  be  appropriate  in
each  situation?

You  are  among  the  random  sample  of  RAs  who  have  been  selected  to
participate  in  this  study,   please  take  a  few  moments  to  complete  the
attached  opinionnaire.    Your  perceptions  and  opinions  on  what  is
currently  happening  at  ASU  and  what  YOU  would  like  to  see  happen  ±=±
important!!     At  the  sane  time,   it  should  be  noted  that  your  response
will  be  tabulated  with  fellow  RAs  thereby  insuring  that  your  own
response  remains  anonymous.

Af ter  completing  the  opinionnaire  please  return  it  to  the  Of f ice  of
Residence  Life  (place  in  the  Doughton  mailbox)  or  using  the  return
envelope,   drop  it  in  the  campus  mail  box  at  the  university  post  office.
Responses  NEED  to  be  returned  by  March  21   so  please  complete  YOURS
today ! I

Sincerely ,

Kay  Gurganus
Graduate  Student
(and  Doughton  RD)



ASu   OPIN]OhINA(RE

IRECTI0NSS      using   the   scales   listed  below,   choose   ENE   re6pons®   for   EACH  of   the  91
ououing   qu®gtion91

I)   WHO  do   you   fe®l   currently   adjudicateg   Sanction?
2)   Who   do   you   feel   SHOULD   adjudicate   sanction?
3)   WHAT   9anctlon   do   you   feel   Should   be   imposed?

WHO   ADJUDICATES   (JUDGES,    DECIOES}
ENCTICN?

I     No  Action   ]~Should  a.  T.k.n

2     Stud.nt  Court

3     R..id.nco   Hall   S`&ff

4    Ac®d.I.ic  Athlol.tr.tion

5     ASu  6®curity

6      L®c.I    L.w   0++lcl®l®

?     8tucl.lit  Aft.Ire  Admiril6tr.ti®n

8     0on't   Kntw

What   SfwcTION   SHOULD   BE
IMPOSED?

A    Nan,

e    u.rb.l^lrlt..a  W.rl`I^9

C     Coun..lil`O

D     Cr.4Lt!v.   Sefictloo
<d..i®n.d   `o   .+it   th.   crlm..}

E    Probatloi,

F     §u.p.I,®lor`

.'0     Expu,.,®n

H     Don`t   Know

eu,6tlon   #1
Who   Curr®ntly
Adjudicat..?

Ou..tlol`   #2             au®.tlon   #3
lJho   Should           What   S.nction

AdJudl c.t.'?                  Impo..a?

I.        A   Student   ls   apprehendedwhile
streaking   tin   the   nude)   through   the
I I brary,

2.       A  professor   i inds  a  Student   using
unauthorized   {ch®at)   notes  during  a
i inal   exam.

3.       A  student   living   ln   the   residence
hall   stealg  his  neighbor'9  watch
while   his   neighbor   ig   ln   the   Shower.

4.       A  Student   is  obviously  drunk   and   ig
disrupting   §tudentg   in   his  re®idenc®
hal I ,

5.       A   Student   turns   ln   hlg  research   paper
for   Engligh   clagg   and  while   grading
the   Paper,   tlie   profeg5or   diocovers
the   Student   has   turned   in   big
roommat®'9  research   paper   frt}m   the
prior  year.

6.       Two  hours  after  visitation  hours  ha./a
ended   in   a   re5ldence   hall,   an   RA
discovers   a  male   on   the   +emale   floor.

7.        A  beer   bottle   19   thrown   from   the
f ifth   floor  of   a  residence   hall
w I n dtx, ,



I)  Wl10  do  you   f®el   currently   adjudicates  sanction?
2}   Who   do   you   +.el   SHOULD   adjudicate   sanct!®n?
3)   WRAT   saltction   do  you   feel   6hould  be   imposed?

ullo  ADJUDltATES   {JUD6ES.   DECIDES)
ENCTItN?

I     No  Actlof.   le/Shoul'd  8.  Tlk.ri

2    Student  Cou.t

a     A..ld®rtc.   Hall   Staff

•     Ac.d®mic  Achlnl.tr.ti®n

5    f}Su  6.curlty

6     Loc®l   L.w   Off lcial.

7    Sti.d.nt  Aft.ir.  Achil`l.I..tlon

e     Don't   Know

WHAT   SaNCT[CN   §HouLD   8E
IHPO§ED?

A     Nob,

8    u.rbalA.I.ltt.n  W.rnlog

C     Coun..ling

0     Cr..tlv®   §.nctlon
{d..i®n®d  to  .i it   th.  crib..)

E     Probation

F    Su.p.a.job

a     Expu'®lon

H     Oon't   Kr`a.

Ou,,t'OI,    ®1
Who   Curr®ntly

Adj ud i c®t®®?

A  gtuderit  caH9   in   a  boob   threat   to  an
academic   building.

A  student   threatens   to  a56ault   another
Student  with   a   kl`ife.

10.     A  student   trying   to  get   a   loan   from   the
Financial   Aid   Off ice   purpo§ely   provides
fal6e   information.

11.     A  20-year   old  sephonore   is  drinking  a
be®r   in   the   public   area   of   a  residence
hal I ,

12.     A   Student   5hopllfts   from   the   universi.ty
bookstore .

13.     A   Student   is   anolting  marijuana   in   the
residence  han.

14.     A  studei`t   purpogely  pu"a   th.   f ire   alarm
wheli   there   is  no  f Ire.

15.      A   Student    ig   +ound  writing   era+f iti   on
the   bathroom  waH8.

16.     A   i ight   between   two   Students  breaks  out
in   the   c]agsroom.

17.     A   Student   duplicates   a   univergity  magter
key  without   permission.

18.     A     17-y.ar   old   freshman   is   drinking   liquor
in   the   lobby  of   a  residence  haH.
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Ou..tlon  .2       0u..tlon  #3
Who   Should     Whet   Sanction

AdJudl c.t.?            lmpo..c]?



1}  W#O  do  you  +.el   eurrently  adjudicat®9  ®anctl®n?
2}  Who  do  you   f®®l   Sl{OuLD  adjudlcate   Sanction?
3}  WRAT  ®aricti®n  do  you  f..I   Should  b®   lnp®S.a?

"o  ^ouuotcATEs  {JuoaEB,  oEclDEsi
saNCTtoN?

I    hro  A€tlco  lv§houl®  8.  T.I.o

2    Stud.nt  C®vr`

a    R..ld®®c.  Wall   St.ff

¢    Ac&deolc  Adlal^i.tr.tion

a    A§u  S,Cur't,

a     |®c,I   L®co  a+,'tl,l®

7    €`vd.nt  A++.lr.  Adfalril.tr.tlon

Ooh`t   Mnco

uHpiT   eANCTlaN  sveuiD  Bg
lmosEO?

A    Nono

e   u¢rb.t^b`I`t.o  W.rhino

C     Cogn®®'ln®

D     Cf.®®tlv®   Sabctleh
{e..lf}ri.®   t®   .+lt   &h®   €r.ln..}

E    Preb.tlce

F    Susp.a.ion

a    6xpv`.len

M    D®r',t  Kn-

Ou.e`lon   41.
Who  Curr.ntly
Adjudic,t®®?

19.     Just   a{or  klck€.,   a  Student  d!6Charg9S  a
S!r€   ®Xtlngui9her   !n   a   re§Idence   h&ll    .

20.     A  .tudent   l®sigt®  on   playing  hi®  el®Ctric
9Ultar  u€ry   loudty  et  9!30  on   a  ttedl..8day
a!oht   in  his  residence  hall   I`oen.

21.    A  Student   threaten!  a  prof..6or  With
bodl ly  hariB.

au,,tlan  ,2
Wb®   3h®uld

^®Judlc®t®?

LEASE   COuPLETE  THE   FOLLOulNG   INFORMATI0N   FOR   COMPARATIVE   PURPOSES.      CIRCLE
HE   CORRECT   RESPONSE.

2.     Sexl                                      Mal.                            Female

3.     Ctassif ication:          Freshman       Sophonor®       Junlor       Senior       Craduat.

4.      How  many   sefBe8ters   hau®   you   been   ao   Rag         I           2          3          4          §          6+

5.      ls   your   floor   pr®doninantly:      I)   freghman       2)   upp®rclaganen     3)   other

6.I.your+lo®r!      I)     Aoption     2}8option        3}Coption

7.      Current   cunulative   grade   point   &ver&gel

belco  I.5          I.5~1.99          2.a-2.49       2.5-2.99       3.0-3.49          3.5-4.a

fro®.`lon  e9
un.`  a.nctlen

tnoo®,a?

Haw.   you   ever   been   ch.rged  with   any  dlgciplinary  uiolatlon{S)   with   formal
actl®n   taken   byi

a.     Student   Court
b.      n®9id®nce   Hall   Staff
c.     Academic  Adminj6tration
d.     ASU   §®curity
®.      Local   Law   Off lclals
i.      Student  Af+airs  Atfulnl5tr&torg

ent€  or  €uggetti®ne  to.y  ti.  writt.n  on   th.  back  of   this  pag..
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March   11,   1986

Dear

In  con].unction  with  the  office  of  Student  Affairs,   the  following
survey  is  being  conducted.     The  purpose  of  this  research  is  to  gather
YOUR  opinions  on  the  disciplinary  process  at  Appalachian  State
University.    As  a  Resident  Director,   part  of  your  job  entails
confronting  and/or  enforcing  disciplinary  problems;  therefore,   this  is
YOUR  opportunity  to  express  your  OwN  views  on  the  matter  of  discipline
on  canpus.

The  attached  opinionnaire  presents  a  variety  of  situations  that  are
typical  of  a  college  campus  and  could   (or  have)  occurred  at  ASU.     From
the  choices  on  the  next  page,   you  are  simply  asked  to  respond  to  each
situation  by:

1)     WHO  do  you  think  currently  adjudicates  (].udges  or  decides)   the
disciplinary  sanction  immposed  on  the  student?

2)     WHO  do  you  think  SHOULD  ad].udicate   (judge  or  decide)   the
disciplinary  sanction?

3)    WHAT  disciplinary  sanction  do  you  think  would  be  appropriate  in
each  situation?

Your  perceptions  and  opinions  on  what  is  currently  happening  at  ASU
and  what  YOU  would  like  to  see  happen  ±=±  important  (especially  from  the
RD  perspective).     At  the  same  time,   it  should  be  noted  that  your
response  will  be  tabulated  with  fellow  RDs  thereby  insuring  that  your
own  response  remains  anonymous.

Please  take  a  few  moments  to  complete  the  opinionnaire.     Your
response  is  a  necessary  part  of  the  research! !     A  random  sample  of  RAs
have  also  been  chosen  to  participate  in  this  research,  please  distribute
their  envelopes  and  encourage  them  to  complete  the  opinionnaire  and
return  it!!     Thanks  in  advance  for  your  cooperation!!!     You  can  return
your  completed  opinionnaire  to  my  box--responses  NEED  to  be  returned  by
March  21  so  please  help  me  get  them  back  in.

Sincerely ,

Kay  Gurganus
Graduate  Student
(and  fellow  RD)



ASU   0PINI0NNAIRE

TI0NS:      using   the   scales   listed  below,   choose   ONE   response   for   EACH   of   the
wing   questions:

I)   WHO  do  you   fe.I   currently   adjudicates   sanction?
2)   Who   do   you   feel    SHOULD   adjudicate   sanction?
3)   WIIAT   sanction   do   you   +eel    should   be    imposed?

WHO   ADJUDICATES    {JUD6ES.    DECIDES)`-
ENCT I CN ?

I.     Ne  Action   I./Should  8.  T.k.n

2     Stuc).nt   Court

3     R..id.nc.   H.II   Stlff

4     Acid.mic   AdrTiinistratior`

5     ASU   S.curity

6      Loc.I    Law   0++lcials

7     Stud.nt   Aft.ira  Achinistration

8       Dc.n't    t<noi4

wrnT   sAt`icTlcN   SHOuLD   BE
IMPOSED?

A     Non®

e    u.rb.lA4ritt.n  W.ming

C     Coun..ling

D     Cr..tiv.   Sanctlor`
(d.9igr`®d   to   .f it    th.   crim..)

E     Probation

F      Suspensiori

•-..  6       Expul®ior.

H     Don't   l<na.

Guestlor`    .I
Who   Curr.ntly

Adj u cl i c a t ® s?

A   student    is   apprehended   while
streaking   (in   the   nude)    through    the
I i brary .

A   professor   i inds   a   student   using
unauthorized   (cheat)   notes   during   a
f inal    exam.

A   student   living   in   the   residence
hall    steals   his   neighbcir's  watch
while   his   neighbor    is    in   the   shower.

A   student    is   obviously   drunk   and   is
disrupting   5tudent!    in   his   residence
hal  1,

A   student   turns   in   his   research   paper
for   English   class   and  while   grading
the   paper,   the   professor   discovers
the   student   has   turned    in   hig
roommate`s   research   paper   frc»n   the
prior   year.

Two   hours   after   visitation   hours   have
ended    in   a   r.esidence   hall,    an   RA
discovers   a   male   on    the   +emale   floor.

A  beer   bottle   is   thrown   from   the
f ifth   flocir   of   a   residence   hall
w i n d ouu .
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Ou.st,on    *2                  ........  i..A    1.?
Who    SLould

Adj u d 1 c & t e ?
1.     et     j.'      .t'cr'

I rr, i  -, : `. = ?



i)   WHO   do   you   feel    currently   adjudicates   sanction?
2)   Who   do   you   feel    SHOULD   adjudicate   Sanction?
3)   WHAT   sanction   do   you   feel    should   be    imposed?

WHO   ADJUDICATES    (JUDGES,    DECIDES)
ENCTItN?

I     Nci  Actlon   I./Should  8.  T.k.n

2     Stud.nt   Court

3    R..id.nc.  H.H   St.+{

4    Ac.d.mic  Adhlnl.tr.tiori            `

5     ASU  S.curity

6     Loc.I   L.w  a+i lei.I.

7     Stud.nt  Affair.  Achir`istr.tion

8      Don't   know

wt*T   SAr`lcTlcN   SHOULD   BE
IMPOSED?

A     Noft,

8    u.rb.lA4ritt.n  W.rnirig

C     Coun..lino

D     Cr..tiv.   S.nctlor`
{d..ion.d   to  .tit   th.  crim..)

E     Probation

F     Su.p.n.ion

6     Expul.ion

H      Don't    Kncw

Ou®st'on    ,I
Who   Currently

Aclj u d i c a t . .?

A   Student   call5   in   a   bcimb   threat   to   an
academic   building.

A   student   threatens   to   assault   another
Student   with   a   knife.

A   student   trying   to   get   a   loan   from   the
Financial    Aid   Off ice   purposely   provides
false    iriforrriation.

A   20-year   old   sophomore    is   drinl{ing   a
beer    in   the   public   area   of   a   residence
hal  I  ,

A   gtudent   shoplifts   from   the   universi.ty
bookstore .

A   student    is   srrioking  marijuana    in   the
residence   haH  .

A   student   purposely   puns   the   f ire   alarm
when   there    is   no   +ire.

A   student    is   found  writing   9raff iti    on
the   bathroom  walls.

A   i ight   between   two   students   breaks   out
in   the   classroom.

A   Student   duplicates   a   university  master
key   without   permission.

A      17-year   old   freshman    is   drinking   liquor
in   the   lobby   of   a   residence   haH.

eu..tion   *2       0u..tion   *3
Who   Should     Wh.t   S.nction

Adjudlc.t.?             lmpo..d?



1}  WHO  do  you  +..I   curr.ntly  adjudicit..  sinctlon?
2)  Who  do  you   i..I   SHOLILD   adJudlcate   ..nctlon?
3}  WHAT  saliction  do  you  +..)   9hould  b.   lilpo..d?

"0  ADJuOICATES   {JUDOES,   OECIDES>
SANCT1Ou?

I     .i®  ^c`i®I`   I.t§ho`ild  e.  T.I.0

2     €tu®.nt   C®ur`

3    I,,id.n`.  H.,,   St.,,     `.   .

•    Ac.a.diic  Achlrii.tr.tlor.

5    ASu  S.curltr

6     Loc.I   L.w  O{+lcl.I.

7 `  Stud.nt  A++-lt.  Adhlril.`r.`ion

e     Don`t   kna.

wl+AT   sAr`ICTiaN  sHouib   BE
iurosEO?

A     N®h,

•   V.rb.l^hl tt.a  ll.I.riil).
C    Counullno

0    Cr..`Iv.  S.nctl®o
{e..lef..d  t®  .+lt  th.  cril-..}

I    Prob.`ion

F    Su.p.o.ion

e    Expu`.ion

W     Oon't   knal.

Ou,,t'®l,   ,I
Who  Curr`.otly

Adj u a i c , t , ,?

19.     Just   .for  kicks.,   a  student  discharg.®  a
f Ire   extinguisher   in   a  residence   hall    .

20.     A   studerit   lrisigts   on   playing  his   el®Ctric
guitar   very   loudly   at   9:30   on   a  Wedn€sd&y
I`ight   in   his  residence   hall   roan.

21.     A  student   threatens  a  prof®ssor  With
bodily  harm.

Ou,,ticn   ,2
Who  Should

Adjudlc,t,?

Ou,,tloo   *3
Wh.t   S.riction

",O..a?

sE   COMPLETE   THE   FOLLcwlN8   INFORunT]ON   FOR   coMPARATluE   puRposE§.      ciRCLE
CORRECT   RESPONSE.

Sex:                                          Male                               Female

Cla5sif ication!           Freshman        Sophomore        Junior        Senior        Graduate

Houi  many   semesters   have   you   been   an   RD:         I           2           3           4           5           6+

Is   your   current   building   predcminant]y:      1)   freshman        2)   upperclassmen

ls   your   current   building:      I)      A   option      2)   a   option        3)   C   option

Current   cumulative   grade   point   averages

below  2.0          2.0-2.49        2.5-2.99        3.0-3.49          3.5-4.0

Have   you   ever   been   charged  with   any   digciplinary   violation(a)   with   formal
action   taken   by:

a.      Student   Court
b.      Residence   Hall    Staff
c.      Academic   Administration
d.      A§U   Security
e.      Local   Liw   Off icials
f.     Student  Affairs  Achinistritorg

ments   or   5ugge5tion5  may   be   written   on   the   back   a+   this   page.
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VITA

Rebecca  Kay  Gurganus  was  born  in  Washington,   North  Carolina,   on

January  19,   1962.     She  attended  grade  schools  in  that  city  and  graduated

from  Washington  High  School  in  June  of  1979.     The  following  fall  she

entered  East  Carolina  University.  Greenville,  North  Carolina,  where  she

received  a  Bachelor  of  Science  in  May  1983.     She  majored  in  Business

Administration  with  a  concentration  in  Management  and  received  a  double

minor  in  Office  Administration.     She  was  involved  with  the  residence

life  program  at  East  Carolina  University  and  in  the  fall  of  1983

accepted  a  full  time  Resident  Director  position  at  Wingate  College,

Wingate,  North  Carolina.

In  the  surmer  of  1984  she  entered  Appalachian  State  University  and

began  work  on  a  Master's  degree..   During  her  studies  at  Appalachian

State  University  she  was  awarded  a  graduate  assistantship  as  a  Resident

Director.     She  plans  to  graduate  from  the  Department  of  Human

Development  and  Psychological  Counseling  with  a  concentration  in  Student

Development  in  May   1986.

The  author  is  a  member  of  the  North  Carolina  Association  of  Women

Deans,  Administrators,  and  Counselors    and  also  the  North  Carolina

Association  of  Counseling  and  Development.

Miss  Gurganus'   permanent  address  is  109  Hodges  Road,   Washington,

North  Carolina.     On  May  31  of  this  year,   she  will  marry  Tony  Godwin  of

Rockingham,   North  Carolina.


